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Daly Family

PREFACE

The reason for this booklet comes from wanting to
know more about where the Daly’s came from.
In 1965 Art Daly & Beverly Daly started the
research needed. Many letters & field trips later ,
and now many hours on the computer.
The results are here in this booklet.
I want to thank my wife Beverly for her endless
work on this research.
Most of the early research information came from
Teresa Willham, the sister of
Grandfather Frank Daly, his children ;
Margaret Rogers, Raymond Daly;
Columbus Ohio Library; Mr. Delaney; Irish
researcher in Westport , Mayo County , Ireland.
Art Daly Jr.
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Dennis Daly

This is the story of our emigrant family to the
United States of America .
The telling of this will be told in the order that the facts were acquired.
In 1965 Art Daly & Bev Daly decided to research the Daly family
genealogy, the starting point was to write to all the living ancestors , at
this time our grandparents Frank & Elnora Daly had gone to their
grave. The next best thing was to correspond with Frank Daly’s sisters
( he had no living brothers) & his children. Living were his sister’s;
Teresa Walliham and Elizabeth Hards. Children Raymond Daly and
Margaret (Daly) Rogers. Ray Daly wrote Dennis was a policeman in
Columbus Ohio , Since this was written, Dennis was Gored by a Bull on
June 17 and died on July 7 at home. In other letters from Theresa, she
states there was a 108 yr. Old Grandmother in Columbus in 1892-93.
This I am researching. Ray related in the insurance policy for Frank
Daly that these facts are explained. Bridget Daly died in childbirth in
1855. ( copy enclosed )These minor facts were the starting point for my
research. When I retired I had no idea where to start my search after
laying off researching almost 30 years. I wrote to the
Genealogy Society of Columbus Ohio, they suggested I write to the
Historical Society, they suggested I write the Metropolitan Library of
Columbus Ohio. Finally I got a response . An Angel who cared looked
up in old documents & newspapers for the Dennis Daly name , she
found the following items. City directories containing Dennis Daly’s
homes & business’s, his grave site ( along with Bridget’s grave site )
Dennis’s short obituary article. In these articles I was able to find out
where Dennis Daly came from & where Bridget came from, Here are
those articles.. Enclosed is the Daly Family History.
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These listings are taken from directories in Columbus Ohio.
From the Columbus directory in 1852.
Dennis Dailey, laborer res. High st E side between
Broad and Gay.
From the Williams Columbus directory 1858-1859.
Dennis Dailey, grocery, west side Front between Broad &
Slate.
From the Lathrops Columbus Directory 1860-1861.
Dennis Dailey pro. Erin go Bragh house, 9 n. Front.
From the Williams Columbus Directory 1862.
Dennis Dailey, Saloon and b h. 7 and 9 N. Front.
From Poland Columbus Directory 1864.
Dennis Daly, Grocer, 9. N Front.
From the Williams Columbus Directory 1867—1868
Mrs. Bridget Daly .Saloon, 9 N Front
From Bailey’s Columbus Directory 1871-1872.
Mrs. Bridget Daily, res 9 N Front.

The Columbus Catholic Cemetery
Inscriptions
These inscriptions were published on pages
72-74 of volume I of "The Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly" in an article entitled,
"Monumental Inscriptions Remaining in Two
Disused Graveyards in Columbus, Ohio." The
other graveyard included was the old Franklinton cemetery. The article was ascribed to W.
G. Pengelly, who presumably copied the inscriptions. William G. Pengelly (who was a
bookkeeper for the Capital City Bank) and his
family first appeared in the city directories An
1884, so it is possible that the inscriptions
might have been copied several years before
their publication in 1898.
Daly
native of Westport, Co.
Mayo, Ireland
Died July 7, 1865
Bridget Moren wife of
Dennis Daly native of Westport
Co. Mayo, Ireland
Died Sep. 3, 1854
aged 32 years
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Dennis Daly, long an esteemed resident of this city, died on Friday last, in the 47th year
of his age, leaving a widow and three children. He emigrated from Ireland to this country
in 1847. His funeral was attended on Sunday last by one of the largest assemblages ever,
gathered in the city at the obsequies of a private citizen. It was a testimonial of the general
esteem and regard in which the deceased was held in this community. One of the largest
funeral processions ever witnessed in Columbus followed by the remains to their last resting place in the St. Patrick's (Catholic) Church cemetery. The Fenian Brotherhood were
out in large numbers, moving in the slow and solemn procession. It was truly a day in
which our citizens generally seemed to feel that the loss was not that of a private family
alone, but of the public at large.Daily Ohio Statesman (Columbus, Ohio) Volume XXXIII
Issue 11,
pg. 3. Date Wednesday, July 12, 1865

Illustrations are
representative
of the times

Marriage Date For Dennis Daly & Bridget Moran May 11, 1844 in Westport, Mayo
From L.D.S. microfilm for Tuan Diocses Oughaual Parish
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Frank Daly

Taken from application for insurance for Frank Daly .
Shows accidental death of Dennis Daly & that
Bridget Daly died in child birth.
Mothers Father name Stepp, Mothers Mother name Belcher.
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I am showing this article because I believe Dennis Daly was in-

volved with this group . It was common for Irishmen to gather at the
pub to organize their plans. These men where the forerunners of the
I.R.A. It is possible that this group could have been involved in his
death. I have no proof of this.
On October 1, 2015 my researchers Sue & Terry Snapp located an
article in a Columbus Ohio , that Dennis dennis Daly was gored by
a cow on June 17 , 1865,And died on Julty 7,1865 at home.
The Fenian Brotherhood, founded in New York City by John Mahony in 1858, was a
sister organization to the Irish Revolutionary Brotherhood organized in Dublin by
James Stephens in the same year. Its aim was to rid Ireland of English rule by providing American money and manpower to encourage insurrection. By 1865 it had attracted 250,000 followers, many of them Civil War veterans, and an Irish Republican
government on the American model had been set up at Philadelphia.
Fenianism, however, also spawned dissident factions hoping to benefit from Anglo-American conflict by attacking Canada. On April 12, 1866, an attempt to seize
the Canadian island of Campobello in the Bay of Fundy was thwarted at Eastport,
Maine. The British and American
navies cooperated in intercepting a shipment of arms, and U. S. troops under
Maj. Gen. George Meade forced the Fenians gathered at Eastport to disperse. On
June 1, Col. John Mahony; Neill defeated a
Canadian militia company before retreating to Buffalo. Mahony; Neill & second
foray into Canada, on May 25, 1870, was easily
repelled. Stephens, fleeing from the threat of arrest in Ireland, arrived in New
York on May 10, 1866. Denouncing the attacks on Canada, he ousted Mahony;Mahony from the leadership of the movement and
reasserted the goal of insurrection on Irish soil alone. Betrayed by
police informants, this goal ended in small sporadic rural uprisings on March 5,
1867. Fenianism collapsed in both countries, but Irish nationalism had taken on an
irrevocable American dimension.
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Upon getting these articles I learned many things.
The most important was where Dennis & Bridget
were born, Enclosed is a copy of their marriage ,they
sailed to USA in 1847 as far as I can figure, the important
facts of where they lived and what he did for a living.
At this time I want to say I don’t know what Dennis did
from 1847 –1852, I will continue to search this .You can
see it appears Dennis had a pub. I have learned that the
Irish in Columbus mostly worked for the railroad .In the
obituary for Dennis you see no reference to him being in
the police department. Later in this story you will see
Dennis was a
policeman.
Bridget Mora Daly died in child birth in 1854,
Dennis remarried to Bridget Colgan.
Upon finding these facts of Dennis being from Westport , Mayo Co. Ireland. I researched the microfilm from
Westport , I found one for marriages in Tuam Diocese
Oughaual Parish.
It contained the marriage certificate for
Dennis Daly & Bridget Moran May 11, 1844.
It also contained many other important family names .
I haven’t found Dennis using the name William in any of
my research.
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The Province of Connaught
Connacht is the smallest and most westerly of the four provinces. It includes counties Galway, Mayo, Sligo, Roscommon and Leitrim.
The name of the province derives from the Connachta, the large tribal grouping which dominated the west and north of the island in the first few centuries A.D. They claimed descent
from the mythical Conn, brother of Eogan, the ancestor of the rulers of Munster, the Eoghanachfa. By far the most important of the Connachfa were the Ul Neill, who ruled much of the
northern and eastern parts of Ireland. The Ui Brion and the Ul Fiachra, offshoots of the southern Ui Ndill based at Tara in Co. Meath were dynastic kings of Connacht from the fourth century down to the arrival of the Normans in the late twelfth century, when the entire territory
was granted to the de Burgos. These were eventually completely assimilated into Gaelic culture, becoming the Mayo and Clanricard Burkes, and, in true Irish fashion, producing many
offshoot families, among them Gibbons, Jennings and Philbin, all surnames still commonly
found in Connacht.
Because of their remoteness and the relative poverty of the land, the counties of Connacht, together with Co. Clare, were excluded from the confiscations following the wars of the seventeenth century, and became a refuge of sorts for those dispossessed elsewhere. By the nineteenth century the region was densely populated and desperately poor, with the result that its
people suffered disproportionately in the Famine and the mass emigration that followed.

Mayo before the Great Famine
The early decades of the 19th century saw a new outbreak of agrarian agitation
with the rise of the 'Ribbon Societies' in Connacht. These sought to protect tenants
against eviction by landlords who wished to clear their lands for grazing - to avail
of the high prices for cattle prevailing in the years immediately after the Napoleonic Wars. Ribbonism had a strong sectarian tinge, being influenced by inflammatory
pamphlets which were widely circulated at the time and which predicted the imminent overthrow of 'the Reformation'.
Sectarian tensions were further increased in this period by the activities of evangelical Protestant missionaries seeking to 'redeem the Irish poor from the errors of
Popery. One of the best-known missions of this kind was that founded at Dugort, in
Achill, in 1831 by a Meathman, the Rev. Edward Nangle. The activities ofthe missionaries and bible societies were strongly disapproved of by many, perhaps most,
of the clergy of the Established Church, but they received important encouragement from two successive Protestant bishops of Tuam. Their staunchest opponent
was the Mayo-born Catholic archbishop of Tuam, John MacHale, a supporter of
Daniel O'Connell, a promoter of the Irish language, and a sturdy polemicist, who
died at the age of ninety in 1881.
These too were the years of the campaign for Catholic Emancipation and, later, for
the abolition of the tithes which a predominately Catholic population was forced to
pay for the
upkeep of the clergy of the Established Church.
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Early in the nineteenth century, there were a number of famines in Ireland, culminating in the Great Famine of 1845 -'49, when about a million people died and
a further million went into exile. The population increased from an estimated figure of four and a half million in 1800 to over eight million by 1841. The pressure
of this vast increase exacerbated the fragile subsistence economy of the period, as
land became subdivided into smaller and smaller plots. Destitution was already a
fact of life for many and evictions became regular occurrences in the Irish countryside. Most of the impoverished population depended on the potato as their staple food product. Disaster struck in August 1845, when a killer fungus (later diagnosed as Phytophthora infestans ) started to destroy the potato crop. The green
stalks of potato ridges became blighted and within a short time the rotting crop
was producing a terrible stench. About a third of the national potato crop was destroyed that year, and an almost complete failure the following year led to a catastrophe for the remainder of the decade. By 'black forty-seven', people were dying
in their thousands from starvation-related diseases. The workhouses, built in the
early 1840 s to relieve appalling poverty, were unable to cope with the numbers
seeking admission. Various parsimonious relief measures were inadequate to deal
with the scale of the crisis. The number of evictions increased. This process of
'clearance' (as it was called) was aided by the 'quarter-acre clause' (the infamous
Gregory clause, called after its proposer, Sir William Gregory MP of Coole Park,
Co. Galway) in the Poor Law Extension Act 1847 which excluded from relief anyone who had more than a quarter acre of land. Any such unfortunate person who
was starving had to abandon his holding and go to the workhouse if he and his
family wanted a chance to survive. Conditions became worse in 1848 and 1849,
with various reports at the time recording dead bodies The catastrophe was particularly bad in County Mayo, wherenearly ninety per cent of the population were
dependent on the potato. By 1848, Mayo was a county of total misery and despair,
with any attempts at alleviating measures in complete disarray. People were dying
and emigrating in their thousands. never know how many died in the county during those terrible years. The 'official' statistics for the county show that the population dropped from 388,887 in 1841 to 274,499 in 1851, but it is accepted that
the actual figure in 1841 was far higher than the official census return. It can
safely be said that over 100,000 died in Mayo from the famine epidemic and
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emigration began on a big scale (there was some emigration before the
Great Famine). and, to become part of the big Irish diaspora scattered
throughout the world.
.Canada, England and Scotland, to become part of the big Irish diaspora
We will never know how many died in the county during those terrible
years. The 'official' statistics for the county show that the population dropped
from 388,887 in 1841 to 274,499 in 1851, but it is accepted that the actual
figure in 1841 was far higher than the official census return. It can safely be
said that over 100,000 died in Mayo from the famine epidemic and emigration began on a big scale (there was some emigration before the Great Famine). and, to become part of the big Irish diaspora scattered throughout the
world.
Canada, England and Scotland, to become part of the big Irish diaspora
scattered throughout the world.
Canada, England and Scotland, to become part of the big Irish diaspora
scattered throughout the world.
There are numerous reminders of the Great Famine to be seen on the Mayo
landscape: workhouse sites, famine graves, sites of soup-kitchens, deserted
homes and villages and even traces of undug 'lazy-beds' in fields on the sides
of hills. Many roads and lanes were built as famine relief measures. There
were nine workhouses in the county: Ballina, Ballinrobe, Belmullet, Castlebar, Claremorris, Killala, Newport, Swinford and Westport.
Rather ironically perhaps, the great reduction in Mayo's population, and especially the virtual annihilation of the formerly numerous class of landless cottiers who had been hardest hit by the Great Famine, enabled those who remained to considerably improve their standard of living in the following decades. The new National Schools -despite the opposition of those, such as Archbishop MacHale, who regarded them, with some justification, as agents of anglicisation - succeeded in reducing the rate of illiteracy by almost half in the
forty years between 1841 and 1881.
The result was a population with rising expectations, and with growing confidence in their own strength and in their ability to bring about a change in conditions, and so, when bad harvests in 1877 and '78 and a disastrous one in
1879 brought the threat of another serious famine, particularly in the west, the
people were far better prepared to protect themselves than they had been thirty
years before.
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Dennis & Bridget Daly were married on March 11, 1844 in Mayo county
Ireland . It appears they set sail for the U.S.A. in 1845, aboard ship , their
son John Daly was born. Below are the hardships of sailing in 1845 .
The first account of their home in U.S.A. is in Columbus Ohio in 1852 .
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Emigration to The United States
The Tide of Emigration to The United States And to The British Colonies.
Irish peasants and labourers.It is calculated that at least four out of every five persons who leave the shores
of the old country to try their fortunes in the new, The great tide of Emigration flows steadily westward. The
principal emigrants are Irish. Since the fatal years of the potato famine and the cholera, the annual numbers
of emigrants have gone on increasing, until they have become so great as to suggest the idea, and almost justify the belief, of a gradual depopulation of Ireland. The colonies of Great Britain offer powerful attractions
to the great bulk of the English and Scottish emigrants who forsake their native land to make homes in the
wilderness. But the Irish emigration flows with full force upon the United States. Though many of the Irish
emigrants are, doubtless, persons of small means, who have been hoarding and saving for years, and living
in rags and squalor, in order to amass sufficient money to carry themselves and families across the Atlantic,
and to beg their way to the western states, where they may 'squat' or purchase cheap lands, the great bulk appear to be people of the most destitute class, who go to join their friends and relatives, previously established
in America. Large sums of money reach this country annually from the United States. Through Liverpool
houses alone, near upon a million pounds sterling, in small drafts, varying from 2 Pounds or 3 Pounds to 10
Pounds each, are annually forwarded from America, for poor persons in Ireland, to enable them to emigrate;
and the passage-money of many thousands, in addition, is paid in New York. Before the fatal year 1847, the
emigration was very considerable; but, since that time, it has very rapidly increased. The following document, issued on the authority of her Majesty's Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners, shows the progressive increase in the numbers of British subjects who have annually quitted our shores as Emigrants, from
1825 to January 1st 1850:
Years . American
United States
Australia
other
Total
1844 22,924 43660
2229
1873
70686
1845
31803
58538
830
2330
93501
1846 43439
82239
2347
1826
129651
The emigration of the present year bids fair to exceed even the unprecedented large emigration of 1849.
This human stream flows principally through the ports of London and Liverpool; as there is but little direct
emigration from Scotland or Ireland. In the year 1849, out of the total number of 299,498 emigrants, more
than one-half, or 153,902 left from the port of Liverpool. We learn from a statement in a Liverpool newspaper, that in the months of January, February, March and April of the present year, the total emigration was
50,683 persons; and as these four months include two of the least busy months of the year, it is probable that
the numbers during the months of May, June, July and August, the full emigrational season, will be much
more considerable, and that the emigration for the year will exceed that for 1849. Her Majesty's Colonial
Land and Emigration Commissioners publish in the spring of every year a useful little pamphlet, entitled the
' Colonisation Circular', which contains the names and duties of the Emigration offices in the ports of The
United Kingdom and in the colonies- the cost of passage to the various colonies-a statement of the demand
for labour-the rate of wages, and the price of provisions in each colony-an explanation of the mode of disposal of Crown lands-the privileges granted to naval and military settlers-the victualling scale on board
ships-an abstract of the Passengers Act, and other valuable particulars. The Government however, gives no
information relative to the United States-so that its admirable little circular is of comparatively little service
to at least one- half of the great crowds of emigrants.
The majority of emigrants take a steerage passage, and go out at the cheapest rate. Out of the 153,902 mentioned above as having left the port of Liverpool in 1849, the number of first and second cabin passengers was
only 4639. Emigration From Liverpool
We now proceed to detail the process of emigration, beginning with the arrival of the emigrants at Liverpool,
the great port of intercourse with the United States. The first care of the emigrants, if their passage have not
previously been paid for them by their kind friends in New York, is to pay their passage-money, and make the
best bargain they can
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with the passenger-brokers. The competition in this trade is very great, and fares, accordingly, vary from
day to day, and even from hour to hour, being sometimes as high as 5 Pounds per passenger in the steerage,
and sometimes as low as 3 Pounds 10 Shillings.
The walls of Liverpool are thoroughly placarded with the notices of the days of sailing of the various packets, for which many firms act as passenger-brokers, and set forth in large letters the excellent qualities of such
well known and favorite packets as the YORKSHIRE, the NEW WORLD, the ISAAC WEBB, the WEST
POINT, the CONSTITUTION, the ISAAC WRIGHT, the LONDON, the STAR OF THE WEST, the
QUEEN OF THE WEST, and scores of others. The average number of steerage passengers that can be accommodated in these fine vessels (which are mostly owned in New York) is 400; but some of them, such as
the ISAAC WEBB, can comfortably make room for double that number.
After the emigrant has chosen the ship by which he will sail, and perhaps run the gauntlet through scores of
designing and unscrupulous 'man-catchers'-a class of persons who get a commission from the passenger
brokers for each emigrant that they bring to the office-his next duty is to himself at the ?
Medical Inspector's Office
By the terms of the New Passenger Act, 12 and 13 Vict., c. 33, no passenger-ship is allowed to proceed until
a medical practitioner appointed by the emigration office of the port shall have inspected the medicine-chest and passengers, and certified that the medicines etc are sufficient, and that the passengers are free
from contagious disease. The master, owner, or charterer of the ship is bound to pay the medical inspector the
sum of 1 Pound sterling for every 100 persons thus inspected. When the emigrant and his family have undergone this process, their passage-ticket is stamped, and they have nothing further to do, until they go on board,
but to make their own private arrangements and provide themselves with outfits, or with such articles of luxury or necessity as they may desire over and above the ships allowance. All persons who may be discovered to
be affected with any infectious disease, either at the original port of embarkation or at any port in the United
Kingdom into which the vessel may subsequently put, are to be re-landed, with those members of their families, if any, who may be dependent upon them, or unwilling to be separated from them, together with their
clothes and effects. Passengers re-landed are entitled to receive back their passage-money, which may be recovered from the party to whom it was paid, or from the owner, charterer, or master of the ship, by summary
process, before two or more justices of the peace.
The Embarkation
The scene in the Waterloo dock, at Liverpool, where all the American sailing packets are stationed, is at all
times a very busy one; but, on the morning of the departure of a large ship, with a full complement of emigrants, it is peculiarly exciting and interesting. The passengers have undergone inspection, and many of them
have taken up their quarters on board for twenty-four hours previously, as they are entitled to do by terms of
the act of Parliament. Many of them bring, in addition to the boxes and trunks containing their worldly
wealth, considerable quantities of provisions, although it must be confessed that the scale fixed by the Government to be supplied to them by the ship is sufficiently liberal to keep in health and comfort all among
them, who, in their ordinary course of life, were not accustomed to animal food. The following is the scale, in
addition to any provisions which the passengers may themselves bring:
2 and 1/2 lb Bread or biscuit (not inferior to navy biscuit)1 lb Wheaten Flour
lb Oatmeal, 2 lb Rice, 2 oz Tea, It 2 lb Sugar, 1/2 lb Molasses Per week.
To be issued in advance,
and not less open than twice a week. Also:
3 quarts of Water daily.
5 lb of good Potatoes may, at the option of the master, be substituted for 1 lb of oatmeal or rice; and in ships
sailing from Liverpool, or from Irish of Scottish ports, oatmeal may be substituted, in equal quantities, for the
whole or any part of the issues of rice.
Vessels carrying as many as 100 passengers must be provided with a seafaring person to act as passenger's
cook, and also with a proper cooking apparatus. A convenient place must be set apart on deck for cooking,
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and a proper supply of fuel shipped for the voyage. The whole to be subject to the approval of the
emigration officer.
Dancing Between Decks
The scenes that occur between decks on the day before the sailing of a packet, and during the time
that a ship may be unavoidably detained in dock, are not generally of a character to impress the spectator with the idea of any great or overwhelming grief on the part of the emigrants at leaving the old
country. On the contrary, all is bustle, excitement, and merriment. The scene of a party of emigrants,
male and female, dancing between decks-to the music of the violin-played for their amusement, by
some of their fellow-passengers, is not a rare one. Sometimes a passenger is skilful upon the Irish
Bagpipe, and his services are freely asked and freely given for the gratification of his countrymen
and countrywomen-not simply while in dock, but, according to the reports of captains and others,
during the whole voyage. Any person who can play the Violin-the Flute-the Pipe, or any other instrument, becomes of interest and importance to the passengers, and is kept in constant requisition for
their amusement. The youngest child and the oldest man in the ship are alike interested; and gray
headed men and women are frequently to be seen dancing with as much delight, if not with as much
vigor, as if Seventeen, not Seventy, was the number that would most nearly express their age.
But, as the hour of departure draws nigh, the music ceases. Too many fresh
arrivals take place
every moment, and the docks become too much encumbered with luggage to admit of the amusement.
Although notice of the day and hour of departure may have been given for weeks previously, there are a
large class of persons (-not confined to emigrants it may be observed 'en passant'-) who never will be
punctual, and who seem to make it a point of duty and conscience to postpone everything to the last
moment, and to enjoy the excitement of being within a few minutes or even moments of losing their
passage. These may be seen arriving in flushed and panting detachments, driving donkey-carts laden
with their worldly stores, to the gangway, at the ship's side. It often happens that the gangway has been
removed before their arrival, in which case their only chance is to wait until the ship reaches the
dock-gate, when their boxes, bails, barrels and bundles are actually pitched into the ship, and men, and
women, and children have to scramble up among the rigging, amid a screaming, a swearing, and a
shouting perfectly alarming to listen to. Not infrequently a box or barrel falls overboard, and sometimes
a man or a woman suffers the same fate, but is speedily re-saved by men in a small boat, that follows in
the wake of this ship for the purpose, until she have finally cleared the dock.
The Departure
There are usually a large number of spectators at the dock-gates to witness the final departure of the noble ship, with its large freight of human beings. It is an interesting and impressive sight, and the most
callous and indifferent can scarcely fail, at such a moment, to form cordial wishes for the pleasant voyage and safe arrival of the emigrants, and for their future prosperity in their new home. As the ship is
towed out, hats are raised, handkerchiefs are waved, and a loud and long-continued shout of farewell is
raised from the shore, and cordially responded to from the ship. It is then, if at any time, that the eyes of
the emigrants begin to moisten with regret at the thought that they are looking for the last time at the old
country-that country which, although, in all probability, associated principally with the remembrance of
sorrow and suffering, of semi starvation, and a constant battle for the merest crust necessary to support
existence is, nevertheless, the country of their fathers, the country of their childhood, and consecrated to
their hearts by many a token. The last look, if known to be the last, is always sorrowful, and refuses, in
most instances, to see the wrong and suffering, the error and the misery, which may have impelled the
one who takes it, to venture from the old into the new, from the tried to the untried path, and to recommence existence under new auspices, and with new and totally different prospects.
-is doubtless the feeling uppermost in the mind of many thousands of the poorer class of English .
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ship is generally towed by a steam-tug five or ten miles down the Mersey; and during the time occupied in
traversing these ten miles, two very important ceremonies have to be gone through: the first is 'the Search
for Stowaways;' and the second is the ' Roll-call of the Passengers'.
The Search for Stowaways
The practice of 'slowing away', or hiding about a vessel until after the passage tickets have been collected,
in order to procure, by this fraudulent means, a free passage across the Atlantic, is stated to be very common to ships leaving LoEnglish emigrants at the moment when the cheers of the spectators and of their
friends on shore proclaim the instant of departure from the land of their birth. Even in the case of the Irish
emigrants, a similar feeling-though possibly less intense-can scarcely fail to be excited. Little time, however, is left to them to indulge in these reflections. The ndon and Liverpool for the United States. The
'Stowaways' are sometimes brought onboard concealed in trunks or chests, with air-holes to prevent suffocation. Sometimes they are brought in barrels, packed up to their chins in salt, or biscuits, or other provisions, to the imminent hazard of their lives. At other times they take the chance of hiding about the ship,
under the bedding, amid the confused luggage of other passengers, and in all sorts of dark nooks and corners between decks. Hence, it becoming expedient to make a thorough search of the vessel before the
steam-tug has left her, in order that, if any of these unhappy intruders be discovered, they may be taken
back to port and brought before the Magistrate, to be punished for the fraud which they have attempted. As
many as a dozen stowaways have sometimes been discovered in one ship; and cases have occurred, though
not frequently, of men, women, and young boys, having been taken dead out of the barrels or chests in
which they had concealed themselves, to avoid payment of 3 Pounds or 4 Pounds passage money. When
the ship is fairly out, the search for stowaways is ordered. All the passengers are summoned upon the Quarter-Deck, and there detained until the search has been completed in every part of the ship. The Captain,
Mate, or other Officer, attended by the clerk of the passenger broker, and as many of the crew as may be
necessary for the purpose, then proceed below, bearing masked lanterns or candles, and armed with long
poles, hammers, chisels, etc. that they may break open suspicious looking chests and barrels. Occasionally,
the pole is said to be tipped with a sharp nail, to aid the process of discovery in dark nooks; and sometimes
the man armed with the hammer hammers the bed-clothes, in order that if there be a concealed head underneath, the owner may make the fact known, and thus avoid a repetition of the blows. If a stowaway be concealed in a barrel, it is to be presumed that he has been placed with his head uppermost, and the searchers,
upon this hint, whenever they have a suspicion, deliberately proceed to turn the barrel bottom upwards,- a
process which never fails, after a short time, if the suspicion be well founded, to elicit an unmistakable cry
for release. Although this search is invariably made with the up most care, it is not always effectual in discovering the delinquent; and instances have occurred in which no less than eight, ten, or even a larger number, including both men and women, have made their appearance after the vessel has been two or three
days at sea. Some captains used to make it a rule to behave with great severity, if not cruelty, to these unfortunates; and instances are related of their having caused them to be tarred and feathered, or to walk the
decks through the cold nights with nothing on but their shirts: but this inhumanity does not now
appear to be practiced. As there is a great deal of dirty work that must be done on ship-board, the stowaways are pressed into that service, and compelled to make themselves useful, if not agreeable. They are
forced, in fact, to work their passage out, and the most unpleasant jobs are imposed upon them. After
the search for them in every corner of the ship, the next ceremony is commenced.
Roll-Call
This is one that occupies a considerable space of time, especially in a large ship, containing seven or eight
hundred emigrants. The passengers-those in the state cabin excepted-being all assembled upon the Quarter
Deck, the clerk of the passenger-broker, accompanied by the ship's surgeon, and aided in the preservation
of order by the crew, proceeds to call for the tickets. The clerk, or man in authority, usually stands upon the
rail, or other convenient elevation on the Quarter-Deck, so that he may be enabled to see over the heads
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of the whole assemblage-usually a very motley one-comprising people of all ages, from seven weeks to seventy years. A double
purpose is answered by the roll-call-the verification of the passenger-list, and the medical inspection of the emigrants, on behalf of the
captain and owners. The previous inspection on the part of the governor was to prevent the risk not become a burden on the pub-

lic. To obviate this risk, the medical officer of the ship passes them under inspection, and if there be a pauper
cripple among the number who cannot give security that he has friends in America to take charge of him of
arrival, and provide for him afterwards, the captain may refuse to take him.
The business of verification and inspection generally occupies from two to four hours, according to
the number of emigrants on board, and, during its progress, some noteworthy incidents occasionally
arise. Sometimes an Irishman, with a wife and eight or ten children, who may have only paid a deposit of his passage-money,
attempts to evade the payment of the balance, by pleading that he has not a Earthing left in the world; and
trusting that the ship will rather take him out to New York for the sum already paid, than incur the trouble
of putting him on shore again with his family. Sometimes a woman may have included in her passage-ticket
an infant at the breast, and may be seen, when her name is called, panting under the weight of a boy of eight
or nine years of age, whom she is holding to her bosom as if he were really a suckling. Sometimes a youth
of nineteen, strong and big as a man, has been entered as under twelve, in order to get across to America for
half the fare of an adult; and sometimes a whole family are without any tickets, and have come on board in
the hope that, amid the confusion which they imagine will be attendant upon the congregation of so many
hundred people on a ship, they may manage to evade notice, and slip down unperceived amid those whose
documents are found 'en regret.
These cases, as they occur, are placed on one side; and those who have duly paid their passage money, and
produced their tickets, are allowed to pass down and take possession of their berths. Those who have not
paid, either in whole or in part, and are either unable or unwilling to satisfy the claim against them, are then
transferred on board the tug, with bag and baggage, to be reconveyed to port. Those who have money, and
have attempted a fraud, generally contrive, after many lamentations about their extreme poverty, to produce
the necessary funds, which, in the shape of golden sovereigns are not Infrequently found to be safely
stitched amid the rags of petticoats, coats, and unmentionable garments. Those who have really no money,
and who cannot manage to appeal to the sympathy of the crowd for a small subscription to help them to the
New World, must resign themselves to their fate, and remain in the poverty from which they seek to free
themselves, until they are able to raise the small sum necessary for their emancipation. The stowaways, if
any, are ordered to be taken before the magistrates; and all strangers and interlopers being safely placed in
the tug, the emigrant ship is left to herself. May all prosperity attend her living freight!

Aughaval Cemetery Westport, Mayo Co. Ireland June 9, 1999 Photo by Terry Conner
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Please observe these facts.
In the facts written in this
article from a source in
Ireland, the names of people
involved are similar enough
for us to feel that they could
be our family.
There is no definite proof
only the names. The name
Cornelius is possibly
Dennis’s brother. John is a
family favorite name as is
Mary. The ages of the John
& Mary could be our
Dennis’s parents. From our
family tales Sheridan could
be a family line. It is my
feelings that the DALY line
is the 108 year old Grand
mother that
Cornelius visited in Ohio in
the late 1893

Since this was first printed, I’ve
found out this letter is a proof now
of Daly’s from Westport Ireland .
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WESTPORT, a sea-port, market, and post town, and head of the union, in the parish of
Aughaval, barony of Murrisk County of Mayo and province of Connaught, 8 ½ miles ( w )
from Castlebar, and at the termination of the road
from Dublin; containing 4912 inhabitants. This town is situated at the south-eastern extremity of Clew bay, and at the mouth of a small river which falls into that portion of the bay constituting the harbor of Westport. It is of modern date; and consists of three principal streets,
and a Mall of large and handsome houses on both sides of the river, the banks of which are
planted with trees and afford a pleasing promenade. The total number of houses is 780, and
most of then are well built, and roofed with slate; a spacious and handsome hotel, considered
one of the best provincial hotels in Ireland, has been erected and splendidly furnished at the
expense of the Marquess of Sligo, who assigns it rent-free to the landlord. The approach from
Castlebar is singularly beautiful, being enriched with the plantations of the marquess, and
commanding a fine view of the mountain off Croagh-patrick; the lofty ranges of Achill and
Erris, terminating in the stupendous mountain of Nephin; and Clew bay, studded with innumerable picturesque islands. Westport House, the elegant mansion of his lordship who is proprietor of the town, and to which is an entrance from the Mall, is a handsome and spacious
structure of hewn freestone, situated on the margin of a small lake in the demesne, which is
also embellished with the windings of the Westport river and its two picturesque waterfalls;
the grounds command some beautiful views of the bay, with the islands and shipping. Near
the town are also Murrisk Abbey, Marino, Trafalgar Lodge, New Brighton Lodge, Old Head,
Boathaven, and Mount :Browne .
The trade of the port, which is of comparatively recent origin, consists in the exportation of
agricultural produce, particularly corns; and in the importation of timber from America and
the Baltic, And of articles of British manufacture. In a late year, 116,117 quarters of grain, and
5140 cwt. of four and meal were shipped hence for different ports In England and Scotland.
The number of vessels registered as belonging to the port, in that year , was 6 , of the aggregate burthen of 123 tons; 4 foreign vessels and 97 from British ports entered inwards., and
one foreign vessel and 153 to British ports cleared outwards, in the same year. The herringfishery is still carried on here though not so extensively as in 1780, when the port was established for its use; the number of boats employed, and the quantity of fish taken., vary considerably. In the neighborhood are three productive salmon-fisheries and the market plentifully
supplied with all kinds of fresh-water fish throughout the year. The port is advantageously
situated for trade at the head of Clew bay , which is 8 miles in breadth and from 10 to 12 in
length, and has two entrances, one on the north and another on the south of Clare Island,
which occupies about a third part of the mouth of the bay , and on which a lighthouse has
been erected the ordinary channel leading into the harbour of Westport is that of Bralcrona,
which is marked out by a small lighthouse on the northern beach , erected by the
corporation.
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corporation 6 fathoms deep: There are shoals on each side , extending on the north from
200 to 300 fathoms N. W. by W. of the light, and on the south, or Doreinnis ( Doreinch )
side , nearly half a mile in the same direction seaward; but the intermediate channel is clear
( S.E. by E ) .When within the entrance, a vessel may anchor any where behind the bar of
stones on the south side, called Doreinnis, in two fathoms or less , and this is the ordinary
place for vessels trading to Westport or, turning round the eastern end of the isle, a vessel
may enter the harbour of Innis Gort, which is completely sheltered on all sides, and anchor
in from three to five fathoms; or, passing the entrance to Innis Gort, may anchor behind an
island on the left, called Innis Lyre, in two fathoms or less from Innis Lyre, up to the Quays
at Westport, buoys are placed long the channel, a distance of three miles; vessels drawing 13
feet of water can come up to the height of 14 and neap to 8 feet. The quays, which are a
English mile from town, are now being extended, and when completed will be nearly a mile
in length. A continues of range of warehouses and stores capable of containing 40,000 tons
of grain, has been built for the merchants of the town;. And ranging with them are the
King’s stores, a neat building but less extensive.
In the town is an distillery established
in 1826, producing annually about 60,000 gallons of whisky and consuming 29,000 bushels
of grain; a brewery belonging to the same proprietor, and established by his father in 1800,
has very much declined since the reduction of the duty on spirits, but is still considerable. In
these concerns, about 150 men are regularly employed. Another brewery, with a malting
concern, has been established by Messers. Graham, who have two salt works and three cornstores on the quay, and tannery in the town; affording together employment to 30 persons,
and to double that number during the winter
The Manor flour and oatmeal mills were built in 1808, and are set in motion by two water
wheels equal in power to 30 horses. At Coouagh within two miles of the quay, are two very
extensive flour-mills propelled by a considerable water – power throughout the year ; all are
in full operation Belclare is a cotton-factory, with 26 looms, affording employment to 30
men and considerable number of women and children. About two miles from the town are a
bleach-green and linen and cotton.
Manufactory, in which are 24 producing power- looms, producing weekly 48 webs of 52
yards each, and according constant employment to 50, and when in full operation to more
than 200, men. The market is on Thursday; and fairs are held on Jan. 1 st, May 25th , Aug 6th ,
and Dec. 1st .A branch of the Bank of Ireland was lately established under the direction of
Messrs. Clendining.
A chief constabulary police force is stationed in the town, which is also the head of
the coast-guard district , comprising of Innisturk, Old Head, Islandmore, Mynish, Achilbeg,
and Keen, and including a force 6 officers and 52 men, under the control of a resident inspecting commander. There are very commodious barracks, capable of accommodating five
companies of infantry, and occupying a healthy situation commanding a view of the entire
town. The general – sessions for the county are held here in April and October, and petty
sessions every ;
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Thursday; a manorial court is held on the last Friday in every month, at which
debts not exceeding 10 pounds are recoverable. The court-house is a neat and
well- adapted building; there are also a good market-house and a linen-hall.
The parish church is situated within the demesne of the Marquess of Sligo;
and on the Mall is a handsome Roman Catholic chapel, erected in 1820 by
Dr.Kelly, at the expense of 6000 pounds; the altar is embellished with a fine
painting of the Crucifixion . There are places of worship for Presbyterians and
Wesleyan Methodists. Two large free schools have been erected, one of which
is under direction of the National board; the other is a free Protestant school,
built and supported entirely by voluntary contributions of the inhabitants. On
the estate of Mr. Garvey are some interesting remains of the ancient abbey of
Murrisk, founded by the O’Malleys, for Augustinian friars.

Illustrations are
representative
of the times
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The Daly’s

The rest of the story. The pages in front are the groundwork for the
family. We now know where our family came from in Ireland .
Why did Dennis Daly at age 20 move his new pregnant wife who was
22 to the U.S.A.? They were married on May 11, 1844.
In 1845, during a famine? At this time I would like for you to notice the
item from Mayo History Centres on page # 15 . I feel this is the
Gravesite of Dennis parents. My deduction comes from the names of
the children involved. I will research this till I prove or disprove it.
It appears Dennis & Bridget left Ireland in January or February 1845.
From records I have proved ,on board the ship on the high seas Bridget
gave birth to John Daly March 31, 1847.

Illustrations are
representative
of the times

A ship like this is their transportation in 1845 .
I haven’t been able to find out at which port in the States they landed. I
will continue to search this.
The first reference of Dennis is in the Columbus directory in 1852.
Where they were between 1845-1852 I have no clues. I will keep looking.
Page 2 shows us were they lived & what Dennis did for a living. Dennis
had a pub called
ERIN GO BRAGH
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New update 8/25/2015 . Now we have
prof Dennis was a policeman !

My letter to Ohio, I ask if Dennis was a police man.
They answered NO.
Correction for above statement ..
On June 9, 2014 at 3 PM. I received new information
About Dennis Daily’s jobs . Enclosed on the next
pages are the correct places he lived.
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Let’s go to
Erin Go Bragh
1 St. Home in
Columbus Ohio
1852

Erin Go Bragh
Columbus Ohio
1860

2 nd Home in
Columbus Ohio
In 1858
Note Sign

Erin Go Bragh was located at # 7 and 9 N. Front St. Columbus.
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I am telling this Dennis Daily story as of the dates information where

received . On page # 7 you will see Dennis & Bridget’s date of marriage . May
11,1844 in Ireland. Dennis Daly & Bridget Moran had a daughter Mary baptized 23 April 1846. sponsors
Patrick Moran & Margaret Sheridan
The next date we get is the birth of John Daily at sea on board a ship sailing to
USA In 1847. Can you imagine giving birth under those horrible conditions?
Check page 45 now.
We next have the date of birth in 1851. We don’t know where Dennis lived between
1845 & 1850 for sure. Probably Columbus Ohio in 1850 .
In 1853 Mary Daily was born, Bridget Daily died in childbirth in 1855.
The next dates will continue on the next pages.
The next pages tell the story I have found out on the date of
June 9,1014 at 3 PM. I started this story in 1965.

Illustrations are
representative
of the times
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These articles taken from , the
Ohio State Journal & Daily Ohio Statesman.
Columbus city directories
The very first location found for Dennis & Bridget
is in Columbus Ohio in 1852. Dennis Daily , laborer
Res. High St. E side between Broad and Gay.

Township Democratic Ticket.
Election on Monday,
April 4, 1853
Constables
John Ree, Dennis Daily

It appears
Dennis ran
For Constable
Illustrations are
representative
of the times

The BLUE
LAW
No sell liquor
On Sunday

April 21,1855
Dennis Daily was arraigned before the
Mayor, yesterday , charged with having
sold liquor in violation of the law .The person whom was charged that the liquor had
ben sold, was brought to the stand, and testified that he had never bought any liquor
of any kind of,
Mr Daily, or had he drank any on his
premises .The case was dismissed . This is
the third consecutive case in which the
prosecuting party came out second best.
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These articles taken from , the
Ohio State Journal & Daily Ohio Statesman.
Columbus city directories
August 5, 1857.
County Convention.
The Buchanan Federalists of Franklin County met ,
following are the delegates .Second Ward –
Charles Wagner, Dennis Daily .
It appears our fair Grandfather was a Politician also.

December 16, 1857
Extra Police – The City Council, at their regular meeting on Monday evening last, elected the following named persons as extra Policemen,
in view of the
nd
ordinance passed November 2 1857 , “ establishing the
police force of the city.”
C,F, Dewitt, Geo, White, Elias Baldwin, Wm, Ferguson,
John Hoffman, Robert Looker, Jim Stephens.
J.Y. Freeling, John Huff,
Dennis Daily, Gotleib Miller, Joseph Hardy, Milton Noble, James Chadwick, James Wood, Henry Freeling and
Amos Morris.

Columbus directory for 1858 —1859.
Dennis Daily, Grocery , west side
Front between Broad & State.
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These articles taken from , the
Ohio State Journal & Daily Ohio Statesman.
Columbus city directories
January 23,1859
Officer George White has resigned his position on the night
police, and Dennis Daily is acting temporarily in his place.

Columbus directory for 1860—1861.
Dennis Daily pro. Erin go Bragh house 9 N Front.

Illustrations are
representative
of the times

Columbus directory 1862.
Dennis Daily , Saloon and bh at
7 & 9 N Front

Columbus directory
1864, Grocer 9 N Front

Columbus directory 1871—1872.
Mrs. Bridget Daily , res 9 N Front
Died
In this city, on Friday the 7th July 1865
Inst, Dennis Daily, in the
th
47 year of his age. July 13, 1865
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The next collection of
articles are the deeds
for property Dennis &
Bridget Daly had in
Columbus Ohio from
1853 to 1881.
GrantYear ees

Given
Name

Grantor

Addition or
Town Sec. Lot Sub.

1856
1860
1863
1876
1881
?

Daly
Daly
Daly
Daly

Bridget
Dennis
Bridget
Bridget

Neil
Dennison
Elliot
Brodie

City
City
City
City

129
129
8 Phalan
Sewer

Daly

Bridget

City

7 Starr to ??/

1881 Daly

Bridget

Pulling
williamson

City

129 JL
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William Dennison Jr.
Ditto Bond
Dennis Daley
This article of agreement made this 15th day of August 1858
between William Dennison Jr and Anne Eliza Dennison his wife of the firstpart
And Dennis Daley of the second part witnessed. That the said party of the first
part do duly sell unto the said party of the second part upon the terms and conditions herein after mentioned the following real estate in Franklin County Ohio.
Viz. a certain part of in lot number one hundred twenty nine of the City of Columbus described as follows VIZ ;Beginning at the North east corner of said in
lot then Westerly along the North line of said in lot twenty two feet six inches to
the North West corner there of the Southwesterly along the West line of said in
lot one hundred and five feet and nine inches to a stake . Then Eastwardly on a
line parallel with the North line of said in lot sixty two feet and six inches to a
stake in the Eastline of said in lot. Then Northerly along the East line of said In
Lot one hundred and five feet and nine inches to a place of brgining - in consideration where if the said party of the second part hereby agrees to pay to said
first party the sum of Twenty six hundred and fifty three dollars and 75 cents as
follows .
One hundred and fifty Dollars in hand there receipt where fore is hereby
acknowledged.
Two Hundred and forty nine dollars payable one year after the date hereof.
Two Hundred and forty nine dollars payable two years after the date hereof.
Two Hundred and forty nine dollars payable three years after the date hereof.
Two Hundred and forty nine dollars payable four years after the date hereof.
Two Hundred and forty nine dollars payable five years after the date hereof.
TwoHundred and forty nine dollars payable six years after the date hereof.
Two Hundred and forty nine dollars payable seven years after the date hereof.
Two Hundred and forty nine dollars payable eight years after the date hereof.
Two Hundred and forty nine dollars payable nine years after the date hereof.
Two Hundred and fifty two dollars 75 cent payable 10 years after the date hereof.
With interest at six per cent per annum payable annually for which he has executed his ten promissory notes payable as above to William Dennison Jr. as ordered. Now if said party of the second part his heirs executors or assigns shall
punctually pay the said several sums
of money when they respectively fall due with the interest therein as aforesaid
then said first party hereby agree for themselves their heirs executors and administrator to convey the said premises by Deed of general warranty unto the
said party of the second part his heirs or assigns. It is hereby mutually agreed
that the said second party shall have permission from the day of date hereof and
he shall pay all taxes and assessments from
this time including the present year’s tax. Witness our hands the day and year
above written.
W Dennison Jr
Anne E Dennison
Dennis Daley
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Filed and recorded June 30th A. Drobs
Nathan Cole Recorder
Sold to owner August 8/60
William Neil
To
Bridget Daley
Know all men by these presents that William Neil and Hannah Neil his wife of
the county of Franklin the state of Ohio for and in consideration of the sum of
Thirteen Hundred Dollars to us and has paid by Bridget Daley of said County of
Franklin Ohio have given granted bargained sold and conveyed unto the said
Bridget Daley and unto her heirs and assigns forever the following Real Estate in
said County of Franklin in Ohio and bounded and described as follows to wit. Beginning at a point in the East line of in lot number one hundred and twenty nine
129 as laid down in the Plan of City of Columbus Ohio recorded in the Recorders
Office of Franklin County , Ohio said point being distant along said East line of
said in lot forty three feet and three inches ( 43 feet 3 inches ) from the South
East corner of said In Lot being also the North East corner of a part of said In
Lot conveyed by Said William Neil to John Cornell by deed dated July 15 th 1855,
thence running with the East line of said In Let 0f 129 thirty four feet six inches
34 feet 6 inches thence with a course parallel to the South line of said In Lot
sixty two feet six inches to the West line Thirty Four feet six ( 34 feet 6 Inches )
thence with a course parallel to the South line of said In Lot No. 129 Sixty two
feet six inches to the point of beginning to have and to hold the above described
premises to her the said Bridget Daley and to her heirs and assign forever and the
said William Neil doth hereby for himself his heirs executers and administrators
covenant to and with the said Bridget Daley her heirs and assigns that he is lawfully seized in fee simple of the above granted premises that they are free and
clear from all encumbrance that he has good right and lawful authority to sell and
convey the same and that his heirs executers and administrators will warrant and
do the same to her the said Bridget Daley her heirs and assigns forever against the
----- claims and demands of all persons whomsoever . In testimony where we
have here unto set our hands and seals this fifteenth day of July A.D. 1855
Wmn. Neil
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Henry Elliot
To
Bridget Daily

Know all men by these presents that
Henry Elliot of Knox County of state of Indiana in
consideration of Two Hundred & Eighteen dollars paid
by Bridget Daily of Franklin County Ohio. Have bargained and sold, and do hereby bargaining sell, grant
and convey unto said Bridget Daily and unto his heirs
and -------- forever the following premises situate in
the County of Franklin and State of Ohio to wit In Lot
Number Eight of Joseph Starrs addition to Philans addition to the City of Columbus in said County \of
Franklin. To have and to hold said premises ,with their
appurtenances unto the said Bridget Daily her heirs
and assigns forever .And said Henry Elliot for himself
heirs executors and administrators does hereby coven
tent with the said Bridget Daily his heirs and assigns
that with the said Bridget Daily his heirs and assign,
that he will forever warrant and defend said premises ,with the appurtenance against the lawful claims of
all persons. In testimony where of the said Henry Elliot
has here forth set his hand and seal, this Twelfth day of
September in the year of our Lord one thousand and
sixty three.
To Dennis Daily March 4 1864.
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This page represents the first & last days in Columbus Ohio for Dennis

After reading this article I need to
explain, Dennis was injured June
17 ,he did not heal from his
wounds and died July 7 at his
home. It has taken me over 50
years to find this article, it was
found by my Researchers Sue &
Terry Snapp , in September 2015
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John Frank Daly
BORN
April 20, 1878
WHERE
Golden,Jefferson Co. Colorado
WHEN MARRIED
August 21, 1900 Denver Colorado
DIED
Febryary 20, 1950
WHERE
Bakersfield, Kern Co. Ca.

Cornelius Daly
BORN
1851
WHERE
Columbus, Franklin County, Ohio
WHEN MARRIED
March14, 1876
DIED
nuary 27, 1935
WHERE
Hygiene, Bolder County, Colorado

Mary Elnora Neighbors
BORN
April 25, 1880
WHERE
Kentucky
WHEN MARRIED
August 21, 1900 Denver Colorado
DIED
December 30, 1959
WHERE
Bakersfield, Kern Co. Ca.

Rebecca Martha Stepp
BORN
23 June 1863
WHERE
Cherry Crk, Jefferson, Colorado
DIED
October 28, 1945
WHERE
Denver, Denver, Colorado
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John Daly
Dennis Daly
BORN
1824
WHERE

Mary Sheridan ?

Wstport,Mayo Co, Ireland
WHEN MARRIED
1844 Ireland
DIED
July 1863
WHERE
Columbus , Ohio

Bridget Moran
BORN
1830
WHERE
Ireland
DIED
1854
WHERE
Columbus, Ohio

BORN
WHERE
WHEN MARRIED
DIED
WHERE
BORN
WHERE
DIED
WHERE

Joshua Stepp
William Lincoln Stepp
BORN
January 13, 1837

BORN 1801
WHERE Unknown
WHEN MARRIED
DIED
WHERE

WHERE

Rebecca Owens

Terre Haute Virgo Co, Indiana
WHEN MARRIED

BORN 1810
WHERE Virginia

April 18, 1858 Mercer Co . Mo.
DIED
February 14, 1913
WHERE

DIED
WHERE

Ralston Creek, Jefferson Colo.

BORN 1820
WHERE Kentucky

Missouri Anne Belcher

WHEN MARRIED

BORN Feb.4,1780

BORN
January 8, 1841
WHERE

Sept. 13, 1841
Gundy Co. Miss.

Virginia
DIED
January 26, 1878

Trenton Grundy Co, Mo.
DIED

BORN 1820
WHERE

April 4, 1935
WHERE
Denver,Denver, Colo.

DIED
WHERE

Harvey Belcher

Susan Williams

Richard Williams

Elizabeth Morrison
BORN
May 24, 1786
Virginia
Died January 26, 1886
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THE DALys
It appears Dennis was killed accidentally some way around July 4th 1865 .
Bridget died in child birth Sept, 3 1854. later in this book you will see,
Dennis & Bridget had a daughter in 1846 in Ireland no show in USA .
Dennis was gored by a Cow on June 17 died July 7 ,1865 .
Bridget had a second son our Gr.Grandfather Cornelius Daly in 1851 ,
In 1853 Mary Daly was born . Later in book you will see
Dennis remarried Jan, 15, 1855 to Bridget Colgan .
Dennis probate says his value was $ 2000.00.

John Daly

It was exciting when I found in the census of 1860 in Columbus Ohio that it referred to the fact that John Daly was born at sea, this gave me a date that Dennis
and Bridget came to the United States .
John Daly married Matilda Wellwood , daughter Teresa her husband was ,
Joseph Holmes .John was a musician , he enlisted in the Union Army in 1861 .
His enlistment was up in 1863 at Nashville Tennessee , in the service he was a
fifer . I have his service record. Also his death certificate.
Mary Daly married Mike Colman
According to a letter from Aunt Teresa on a visit to Columbus in 1893 she and
Gr. Grandfather Cornelius and 5 sisters visited John Daly , Teresa Holmes and
her son Frank . At this time she refers to a Grandmother of Cornelius aged 108
years old, who was there.. I’m researching this now for proof. This letter also refers to cousins who where nuns , no names or proof
I am researching this
also. With new information I found John Daly’s birth as March 30 1847
Baptized in Liverpool England April 4 ,1847

January 17, 1967
Mrs. Arthur Daly
3546 E Donner
Fresno, California 93726
Dear Mrs. Daly:
The following information was taken from the obituary of John F Daly, Columbus Citizen, Saturday, April 20, 1912:
John F. Daly, 66, filer of the Old Guard drum corps, died at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Joseph G. Holmes, 396 St. Clai Ave., Friday
evening. During the Civil War he served two years in the 18th U. S.
infantry and in the 182nd
No mention of any descendants is found in the article.

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs.) Marion H. Bates
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Illustrations are
representative
of the times
St Joseph’s 1847
Liverpool, England, Catholic Baptisms 1802-1906 . As the story goes John Daly was probably
born at sea between Belfast & Liverpool, then on to U.S.A. in 1847
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THE FENIAN

BROTHERHOOD

Cornelius Daly
1851-1935
Great Grandfather Cornelius Daly lived a full life born to Dennis Daly
and Bridget Daly in Columbus Ohio Jan, 1 1851. According to Raymond
Daly’s letter of 1965 Cornelius was unhappy with his stepmother . At 19
years old he joined the United States Army Cavalry in Cincinnati Ohio on
July 28, 1870 for a period of 5 years. Eighth US Cavalry, I company .
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Cornelius Daly’s
Enlistment paper.
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Cornelius Daly
After serving in the US Cavalry, being discharged in Santa Fe New Mexico, it
was about a year before he Married Rebecca Stepp in Colorado, on March 4,
1876. At this time he was 25 years old and Rebecca was 23 years old . At this
time I want to clarify Cornelius age. According to the 1860 census from
Columbus Ohio ( he is 9 years old ) this makes him born in 1851. When he
signed up for the Calvary in 1870 he said he was 22 years old ,this made him
born in 1848. This is NOT RIGHT I think to enlist he lied , my proof of his
age comes from an insurance policy that Grandfather Frank Daly had. In it, it
asks for his fathers age on it says he was 58 in 1909 , this makes Cornelius
born in 1851. I don’t have any
information on Cornelius about his
occupation , except he might have been a farmer.. I have a beautiful letter of
his to Grandfather Frank Daly on January 12 1928 on Cherry Street in Bakersfield ,Ca. I note this here because I was born that year in the house next
door to Grandfather Frank Daly. In the letter he thanks his children for their
presents on his birthday.
Cornelius and Rebecca had 8 children .
Died
Marriage
John Frank Daly bn.April 20, 1878
Feb. 20, 1950 Elnora Neighbors
Theresa Daly bn. Dec. 1, 1880
James Walliham
Jesse Daly
bn. Aug. 18, 1882
Mar. 8, 1960
Logan Owen
William Daly
bn. July 27, 1885
April 13, 1887
Elizabeth Daly
bn.April 6, 1887
Raymond Hards
Pauline Daly
bn.Jan. 9, 1889
Oscar Waller
Blanche Daly
bn.Feb. 25, 1891
Jan. 17, 1901
Kathryn Daly
b.nOct. 21, 1893
Howard

Important bible record from Rebecca Daly’s bible.
This is being reported so family will realize the importance of written records. On
the page to the left you will notice two things , items of
record I received from family knowledge. The error in Blanche Daly’s birth ( the
22th not the 25th. Also the birth year of Cornelius Daly as 1852 not 1851, as I had
previously figured. The bible record from
Rebecca’s bible must be taken as the correct year.

Rebecca ( Stepp ) Daly.
AKA Rebecca Best,
Rebecca Barnes.

Cornelius Daly
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hygiene Colo.
Sept 7 1927
Dear Children it is with thanks to
god our heavenly father that we ar
spaired this long to enjoy life.
Yours & franks came the same time
so will try and make one letter do
for all you don’t know how much
good it does your old father to hear
from you children & that you ar all
well that is all there is left in life
for me to know that them that is
dear to me is well mama & you
kids & family Mama & me ar Both
feeling good for our age .it is fair
time & every body is taken in the
sights we don’t go in crowds any
more as it is hard for me to hear.
Mama don’t let me go alone any
more. the crops was good hear this
year .we just bought a new nash six
it shur is a fine car it cost 1600 I
shure would like to make a trip out
their but don’t think

I could stand it sister what I
would like you to do is to
send this to the rest of the
children as its hard for me to
think of anything to rite that
would be interest you. this
leaves us both feeling good
&fine in hopes this will find
you all well rite soon all of
you fromyour old dad .
C F Daly & Mama
Hygiene Colo.
Age at this letter .
77 years old .
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Gift

Hygiene Colo Jan 12,1928
Dear son & family your Birthday Package Came to us ok & you maybe
sure it was grand it just filled the Bill everyone that mama showed it to said
it was the nices that they ever saw &that you &yours was feeling fine this
leaves us in good shape for old folks. We have had some auful cold weather for the last 6 weeks but I think itis over now. the minners went out on
strike coal went to 12 per ton & hard to get at that.
But it dident hurt us much for we had some cole left from last winter & we
have lots of trees at the back of the place .I cut down one today & sawed up
in stove lenths not so bad for an old man like me some work you bet I feel
good as long a hart don’t staling to hurt & my wind off. But the lord has
shurly been good to me for wich I am very thankful. We both think of you
folks a great deal of late sence you left the Junction, well children I will
close for this time as my hand cramps when I write to much We foth send
our best love to all from dad & mama .
CF Daly
Your Father & Mother

Just a few lines to let you know how I faired for my Birthday.
from Theresa; a birthday cake it shure was nice with lots of candles &
candy & nuts & a Fruit Cake.
from frank a ceder chest full of figs they wer grand.
from Pete the nicest Box of candy & figs we ar Keeping them they ar
to nice toeat just now.
from ethel a Broadcloth shirt Just what I Needed for the cold weather.
from Mama an all wool sweater & 2 all wool shirts.
from amy a nice pair of slippers.
from Inie silk Stockings &silk tie the nicest I ever saw.
from vera hankerchefe.
from Josephine 2 Pair of all wool socks.
To Mama from ethel a fine dress all silk made up in fine stile & scarfe
for the dress
from Inie Shawl & Silk Stockings
Some house slippers.
from vera Buffet set & Kitchen Curtens.
from Josephine 2 Pair of silk stockings.
By By X X X X X X
X
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Included in the next few pages are scanned
copies of letters from C.F. Daly’s daughters.
One of the first letters is from Elizabeth Daly
Hards bn. 1887 Aunt Beth ( AKA Pete ) .
Also Theresa Daly Walliham bn. 1880.
And her sister Pauline Daly Waller bn,. 1889.
First letter from aunt Beth refers to the trip to
Ohio in 1890 ?
The facts in this letter are very challenging , we
have to prove ,some way the facts enclosed .The
rest of the letters are not full of family records
only minor stories. I feel it is important that the
old family members be remembered.
Later on in this History I will scan
letters from different family members.
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This letter is one of the very first I received from my Daly family.
I received it in 1965.from aunt Beth Daly ( grandpa Frank Daly’s
sister ). As in other articles, I’ve put this in family book because I
want readers to see the original items. In this letter from Aunt
Beth ( who I have many letters from ). There are 2 very important
items ,Beth refers to her trip to Columbus Ohio in ca 1890, here
she states meeting an ( Grand mother of her Father Cornelius ) She
was 108 years old. Also meeting her uncle John Daly ( he states
that there are nuns in the family ) These subjects I have researched
with no luck. I hope future generations will pursue this. Check
writing below.

I want to ask, to
all who receive
this family story,
to continue
research on these
family names, as
they are all
connected.
Coley, Holmes,
Owen, William,
Herds, Waller.
I have spent hours
at the microfilm
reader on these
names with no
results.

Letters,Articles,documents,& other items
are scanned from the originals.
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Dear Art
Hi sweetie pie.
Between Theresa & me I have tug up some
names & dates, hope it will help you, you may
have to do some research on it all.
Right now Theresa is in a convalescent hospital at Newberry Park. she has hi blood pressure, sometimes very bad so has gone in to the
hospital to be near her Dr. also nurses when
needed. We hope she won’t need to be there to
long. She isn’t confined to bed all the while,
has the run of the place.
I’ll enclose last letter to me . She has sent me a
couple, I copied on to the form I have filled
out .I’ll send you her address at the hospital so
in case you want more information. It gives her
something to do as you know time drags on
one in a place like that .
I hope you will be able to make this out.
Page # 2
I read it over & it sounds crazy , but is all true.
I jotted it down as it came to me.
I remember of being back to Columbus Ohio &
seeing some of Dad’s people years ago. Saw
Uncle John ( Daly ) & his daughter Teresa &
son & dad had 3 cousins who were nuns . I remember aunt Mary ( Daly ) & her husband ,
uncle Mike Coley.
Also dad’s grandmother she was 108 years old
then. Theresa stayed at her home .
Dad took 6 of us & mother back on a
trip .Kathryn was born later that fall Oct. 21 ,
1893 .
Well dear one .come see us, maybe we get a
good talk ??
You don’t hesitate to write Theresa if you
want more info.
One of Jessie( my sis who passed away on
mar. 8th 1960 boys in Denver wants a copy of
this also.
Love to you all
Aunt Beth ( Pete )

Irish Sayings

☘ A turkey never voted for an early Christmas.
☘ Here's to our wives and girlfriends. May they never meet!
☘ The Irish don't know what they want and are prepared to
fight to the death to get it.
☘ A quarrel is like buttermilk: once it's out of the churn, the
more you shake it, the more sour it grows.
☘ In heaven there is no beer. That's why we drink ours here.
☘ God invented whiskey to keep the Irish from ruling the
world.
☘ Drink is the curse of the land. It makes you fight with your
neighbor. It makes you shoot at your landlord and it makes
you miss him.
☘ Only Irish coffee provides in a single glass all four essential
food groups: alcohol, caffeine, sugar, and fat.
☘ I wouldn't be here if it wasn't for my Mum. I know I've got
Irish blood because I wake up everyday with a hangover.
☘ It is not a secret after three people know it.
☘ For every wound, a balm. For every sorrow, cheer. For every storm, a calm. For every thirst, a beer.
☘ Bless your little Irish heart and every other Irish part.
☘ When we drink, we get drunk. When we get drunk, we fall
asleep. When we fall asleep, we commit no sin. When we
commit no sin, we go to Heaven. So, let's all get drunk and
go to heaven.
☘ Wherever you go and whatever you do, may the luck of
the Irish
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Dear Sister:
Your letter rec’d today &will quick like get an answer off at once .I’ve
filled out the questionnaire you sent to the best of my knowledge .

I think I have birth dates &others right. They are near enuff to be of
use. About dad’s war record that’s pretty dim in my mind. He enlisted
in the army as soonas he was old enuff & I forgot in the Indian wars, he
was in 5 years . I think the main thing that is needed to trace our fore
bearers is when born and why . death. Their decendants .so with the
dates some maybe off a little ) . I’m sending , Art should be able to
march on with the work ,but he will have to do some research work. I
think mamas side of the family, he list of births you have will be helpful to him. If I can get Aunt Lou’s address in Denver I’ll write to her
about great granddads & mama’s . She should be able to help do but in
that line-will sure do what I can to help. Did I mention Dad’s mothers
maiden was Bridgette Kelly? Gosh Sis if you can piece this information
in shape to make sense. I’ll know that your are a smart – smeller – let
me hear how you come out in this – Its gonna take Art quite a w3hile
to assemble his findings Love to you all - Iky = her nickname. Theresa

First letter from aunt Theresa in 1964.
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Aunt Theresa

Dear Art
Yours of the 25th received this am and this is just a
note in return to correct an error in C.F. Daly’s birth
date, which I note on the copy is June 1st instead ,it
is January 1st .this might make a difference in his
Army records, again it is January 1st 1852 then too I
see that Rebecca M Stepp’s birthdate is recorded
1852 which is wrong. June 23rd 1863 is correct the
date isn’t too important now, but in C.F Daly’s case
it could deter in the research work. I will surely do
my very best to help trace our ancestors ,even tho we
do find them hanging by their btails from a tree. i
didn’t mean to say that Art.Butwho knows, I am sorry that I didn’t pay more attention to what was told
to me about our fore bearers when I was a child, it
only bored me then. I won’t write any more at this
time ,except to say that I will get the copy back to
you as early as I can. I’ll begin work on it pronto, by
the way I notice you have your Great Grandfather
first name just Dennis, it is William Dennis Daly
( I’m inserting here no where do I find Dennis Daly
using the name William) Glad to get the news
about your family & occupations will give a glance
at my family .
Aunt Theresa
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Aunt Theresa

Monday

Dear26Art .
Just a line at this time to let you know that a
couple of my stubborn ailments have had
me grounded for quite some time ,now and
of course my activities came to a stand still,
there fore my reason for not keeping upmy
small part in helping with the family tree
project,which I think is a wonderful venture
one that I had in mind to try out many times
but could never get started. Beginning tomorrow I’ll ???? in some data on the way to
you. You spoke of pictures and I’m glad to
say that I have quite a few . ( here I’m adding I goofed & didn’t get any ). One in particulare of my dad . I’ts a tint type takenof
him when he was married or just before .i
prize it greatly .i can’t say how s oon I cansend the pictures for my personal things are
packed and stored at my daughters
home ,but I will try hard to get themas soon
as possible . I hope I haven’t delayed the
work too much by not giving more information sooner .
Love Aunt Theresa
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Aunt Theresa
Dear Art
Enclosed find a few of the Christmas
Stamps you asked about. I’m so sorry
I had to call our communications in
regard to the family tree, but my oldest son Gordon D Walliham passed
away a year ago. And my daughter
followed him the next April And my
health has failed considerably with a
bad fall a few days ago. Has rendered
me almost helpless . I’m wishing you
and yours a very happy Christmas & a
very prosperous new year. Gail my
daughter was intending to take over
the family pictures when she left us.
If you can still use them I will try
hard to send them to you.( here again
I goofed & didn’t get any photos )
Love Aunt Theresa
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Aunt Pete

Dear Art : In regards to the wars that uncle
John & Dad were in. John Francis must have
been in the civil war as he was born in 1847
&entered war at 16 as a Fiferboy,wellthat
brings it up to
1863 whitch
was civil war days—and dad (my dad cfd)
was married in 1876 &I remember hearing he
had not been out of war to long before getting
married.so try find out whitch or what war.it
was in mexico a long that time shortly after
1876 . Theresa says it was an indian war I’m
not sure .
P.s. thot this up during the night so I would
add it to what I made out yesterday..
Back to Theresa she left Leadville &moved to
Denver about 11 years ago I think. Spent summers there & came out here for winters ,Gail
married shortly after ,came to Cal.&l0cated v
in
Pasadena.cal. & In the sast year moved
to Thousand Oaks cal. Theresa stayed in Denver until about a year ago .
She kept having these bad spells ofhi blood
pressure, she came near choking to deathin
them..So Gail went out & mopveed out here.
Along with hi blood s he is badly crippled with
arthritis.s till has her sense of humor ,she like
everybody, everybody likes her. I’ll send Gails
address to you..Gail is daughter & her sons
Gordon Wallatin lives at Grass Valley,is a
state hiwayn officer.boyd wal. Lives in Henderson Nev. Is connected in some way to minning office work of some kind. I would love to
see you if you ever get down that way please
stop by &see her . She makes her home with
Gail & family ,husband &1 daughter Molly
Jean.
Aunt Pete
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Aunt Pete

Dear Art—your letter received a few days ago with
pictures & the clipping. So sorry about your father in
law & hope he will be okay. we read about that never
dreaming he was related to you .Such is life. Hope
you folks can make it down here some time,love to
have you. Saw your aunt Theresa the first of Oct.
She was feeling much better .
With love, Aunt Pete.
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PROTECTION AGAINST INDIANS
The disposition of the several organizations, with the exception of numerous
changes of stations for individual troops within the forgoing area, held until
1870. The duties of the command during this period were various and sometimes
strenuous.
Marauding bands of Indians had to be watched over and kept on their reservations, and this sometimes meant stiff fighting with loss of life; settlers individually and in mass were in constant need of protection from white thieves as well as
from the red men; wagon trains of settlers and companies, which were crossing
the plains in almost countless numbers had to be escorted.
All this work the 8th cavalry was called upon to do within the bounds of the territory to which it had been assigned.
In 1870 the regiment was transferred to New Mexico Territory, the troops taking
station at Forts Union, Craig, Selden, Wingate, Bascom, and Stanton, in that Territory, and at Fort Garland, in Colorado Territory. These places, which are but
names tucked away in all but forgotten records today, were then strategic points
along the chief highways of trade in those early days of the West. These routes
led through a country as primitive as wss the Atlantic seaboard when the first settlers landed at Jamestown. This meant that there was work in plenty for the soldiers of the 8th Cavalry to do.
The regiment remained in New Mexico until 1875. During this five year
period the troops of the regiment, no doubt, traversed several thousand miles,
marching back and forth across the unsettled country which did not even enjoy
the advantage of one trunk-line railroad at that time.
In July, 1875, the regiment left New Mexico and marched to Texas. There it remained until 1888, performing duties similar to those performed in the Territory
from which it had come.

US Cavalry Pony Soldiers

Capt. Randlett with 40 men, scouting south
of Canadian River, on the Texas border, on
the 28th of May, 1871, captured a train en
route to the Comanche Indians . Twenty
tree animals loaded with whiskey, powder,
lead, ect. With 10 men and 2 Indians, were
captured. On the way the same day 506
head of cattle and 26 burros were captured.
The prisoners and stock were turned over
to the commanding officer of Fort Bascom, and the stores destroyed.
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THE DALYs
8th Cavalry
Coat of Arms

8th Cavalry
Insignia.

OUTLINE HISTORY OF THE 8TH
U. S. CAVALRY

8th Cavalry Recruited on the Pacific Coast
Regiment Organized in 1866 to Protect Pioneers in West from Marauding Indians—Sent to New Mexico Territory in 1870. In Cuba front 1898
to 1902—To the Philippines in 1905.—On Patrol Duty Along Mexican
Border During 1915.—During World war II merged with Mechanized
Units and Believed to have served as Armored Cavalry in the Pacific and
Japan.
The 8th Regiment of Cavalry was one of four which were organized in
1866 under authority of Act of Congress of July 28 of that year. The occasion of this increase of the Regular Army, when the Civil War ended,
was the rapid expansion toward the West, with the attendant increasing
hostility of the Indians, who resented further encroachment upon their
hunting grounds.
The 8th Cavalry was recruited on the Pacific coast,
which was just then beginning to feel the first effects of the disillusioning aftermath which inevitably followed the gold rush of 1849 and later.
Into the ranks of the new regiment came all classes of men including
miners and other adventurers who had who had gone into the new country and who had not found the wherewithal to put foundations under
their air castles. These reckless spirits seeking their new thrills in the Army, were gathered together in two great rendezvous at the Presidio of
San Francisco, California, and Fort Vancouver, Washington Territory, at
which places companies were organized. By February l, 1867, the last
two troops of the regiment, L and m where filled.
The entire regiment, however, had not waited until this tilde to take the
field. For by the time Troops L and m were listed as complete organizations the other organizations of the regiment were already scattered far
and wide at isolated posts in California, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington, Idaho, and Arizona Territories, Regimental Headquarters, which had
first been established at Benicia Barracks, was by that time at Camp
Whipple, Arizona Territory.
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Requirements For Badge

(a) Description. The medal of bronze is lt inches in diameter. On the obverse is a mounted Indian
facing sinister, wearing a war bonnet, and carrying a spear in his right hand. Above the horseman
are the words 'Indian Wars,' and below, on either side of a buffalo skull, the circle is completed by
arrowheads, conventionally arranged. On the reverse is a trophy, composed of an eagle perched
on a cannon supported by crossed flags, rifles, an Indian shield, spear, and quiver of arrows, a Cuban machete, and a Sulu kriss. Below the trophy are the words 'For Service.' The whole is surrounded by a circle composed of the words 'United States Army' in the lower half. The medal is
suspended by a ring from a silk moire ribbon 1-3/8 inches in length and 1-3/8 inches in width
composed of a red stripe (\ inch), black strip (3/16 inch), red band (\ inch), black stripe (3/8 inch),
and red stripe (A inch).
(b) Requirements. Service in any of the following
campaigns:
(1) Southern Oregon, Idaho, northern California, and
Nevada between 1865 and 1868.
(2) Against the Comanches and confederate tribes in
Kansas, Colorado, Texas, New Mexico, and Indian Territory
between 1867 and 1875.
(3) Modoc War between 1872 and 1873.
(4) Against the Northern Cheyennes and Sioux between
1876 and 1877.
(5) Against the Apaches in Arizona in 1873.
INDIAN WARS
Born Dec. 1, 1880.
CAMPAIGN MEDAL.

8th Cavalry
Coat of Arms.
Illustrations are
representative
of the times
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THE DALYS

Cornelius Daly

After serving in the US Cavalry, being discharged in Santa Fe
New Mexico, it was about a year before he Married Rebecca
Stepp in Colorado, on March 4, 1876. At this time he was 25
years old and Rebecca was 23 years old . At this time I want to
clarify Cornelius age. According to the 1860 census from
Columbus Ohio ( he is 9 years old ) this makes him born in
1851. When he signed up for the Calvary in 1870 he said he was
22 years old ,this made him born in 1848. This is NOT RIGHT
I think to enlist he lied , my proof of his age comes from an insurance policy that Grandfather Frank Daly had. In it, it asks
for his fathers age on it says he was 58 in 1909 , this makes Cornelius born in 1851. ( After much research &
Rebecca
Stepp’s bible I now think Cornelius was born in 1852.
I don’t have any information on Cornelius about his occupation , except he might have been a farmer. According to his
obituary he was a farmer. I have a beautiful letter of his to
Grandfather Frank Daly on January 12 1928 on Cherry Street
in
Bakersfield ,Ca. I note this here because I was born that year in
the house next door to Grandfather Frank Daly. In the letter he
thanks his children for their presents on his birthday.

Cornelius and Rebecca had 8 children .

I am inserting here Cornelius was married
a second time to a Matilda Smith.
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C.F.Daly
Indian Wars
1875-1880
From
Colorado to
New Mexico.
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Daly News items
DENVER WOMAN, 90,
GETS BIRTHDAY CAKE
Eighty nine living descendants of Mrs. M. E. Stepp, 3841
Yates Street, will pay homage to the pioneer Colorado
woman Thursday evening as she celebrates her ninetieth
birthday. A birthday cake made by Mrs. Stepp herself will
be cut at the party given in her honor. Born in Missouri, she
came to Colorado with her husband in an ox drawn covered
wagon in 1861 and settled between Denver and Golden.
Her husband died in 1913 .Until recent years she has lived
on a ranch near Golden. Since then she has lived here with
her son, W. G. Stepp. She has twelve children, forty-nine
grandchildren, thirty- eight great grandchildren and two
great – great grandchildren .of the children , Mrs. L.A. New
comb, Mrs. J. Bookin, A. J. Stepp and W.G. Stepp live in
Denver. Two grandchildren and one great-grandchild also
live here. Mrs. B. Ballinger of Longmont, Mrs. Lora Harrington of Greely and Mrs. Cherry Homes are other children
who live in Colorado.
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C F Daly letters to
his family .
Left to Lillian.
Bottom to his son
Frank Daly
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THE DALYS
Letter below sent to me in
1965 from Raymond Daly.

Grandma Skees Neighbors
Lillian Daly — Frank Daly

Rebecca Stepp divorced
Cornelius , married Mr. Best then
married a Barnes . I met her in
about 1936 in Bakersfield.
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This information was sent by a Colorado
source at my request. It is here to explain the
Stepp family in Colorado.
15221 Pennsylvania
Denver, April 6, 1965
Mr. Arthur L Daly
3546 E. Donner,Fresno,Calif.
Dear Mr. Daly
You may have made up your mind that you ‘IL never hear from me, but I have learned some things about
the Stepp Family.
In Volume III of Stones History of Colorado pg.796 is a good account of William L Stepp and wife
who came to Colorado .Came to Colorado 1860,was in Denver July 1861,|eft for Georgetown and other
Mining towns seemed interested in mining for some time.
However his real interests were build and farming. He came down to the . Page # 2 Ralston valley, got a
homestead, improved it and put up good buildings and farmed about where later, were the Leyden coal
mines. He was superintendent of the Church Ditch (irrigation) 8 yrs. was a Mason, member of Golden
Lodge No. 1 AF&AM Colo. Commandery No1 & attended Knights Temple degree. He was born in Terre
Haute Ind. Jan.13,1839 died Feb.14,1913the son of Joshua and Rebecca ( Owens) Stepp. He was
married in Mercer Co. Missouri Apr. 18, 1858 to Missouri A E Belcher, daughter of Harry and Susan
(Williams) Belcher. Page3. I am enclosing a list of their children as given in the History. The History
shows a picture of Mr. and Mrs. Stepp and says they were worthy pioneers, planted trees and improved
the district. The son William G operated coal mines at Leyden and did general farming. I learned that
one of the members of our Territorial Daughters of Colorado, as a girl lived in the Ralston District. She
knew of the family younger members but they were older than she. Lula Stepp was one of the older
girls in school, but she knew the names. Page 4. She said that Lincoln Stepp was a farmer, had a large
family and they had hard times. So though I learned about the Stepp family I could find little about
"Rebecca Martha". She was listed in the 1942 Denver directory as living in Denver "widow of George
Best Perhaps these items may give you a clue to follow. I hope so.
Sincerely,(Miss) Adelaide A. French.
lf I find more information I’ll tell you.
Children of WilIiam Lincoln And Missouri A. E. ( Belcher) Stepp.
Benjamin Franklin Died At Infant
cca Martha b. June 23, 1863 M Cornelius Daly. George Best.
Marisco m Benjamin Ballinger of Longmont Colo.
William G. b 1864 Wife not listed Mary Ann Rebe
Charlotte m James Bodkin of Mead Colo.
Lincoln m Naomi Harrington
Olive m Benjamin Parks
Susan m Frank Cherry Holmes
Andrew Jackson m Ida Lloyd
Lora m Ulysses Harrington
Charles m May Dick
Alvin m Edna Ward
Lula m Leander Newcomb
The first white girl born here was Auraria Hummel. In
August 1859.
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Correspondence from
Colorado source.
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PIONEER WOMEN
WILL
CONDUCT FUNERAL
FOR
MRS. MISSOURI
STEPP

The pioneer Women of Colorado will hold funeral services Monday for Missouri
( Belcher ) Stepp, 94,
a resident of Colorado seventy–five years .who died
Thursday at her home, 3841
Yates street after a brief illness. Mrs. Stepp is survived
by twelve children, fifty
grandchildren, thirty- six,
great grandchildren, and eight
great – great – grandchildren,
all of whom were born in
Colorado .
Born in Missouri, Mrs. Stepp
came to Colorado in 1860
with her husband in an oxdrawn covered wagon. They
settled near Golden a homestead near the cabin of Jim
Baker famous Indian scout.
Mrs. R. M. Best Daly ) of
Denver , who played with
the Baker children , recently
located the site of the old
scout’s cabin for the States
Historical society.
Grandsons will be pallbearers
at her funeral .

Jim Baker

William L . Stepp
Pioneer Ranchman,
Dies at Age of 75
William L. Stepp pioneer Colorado rancher died at his ranch on
Ralston creek yesterday at the age
of75 of old age. Mr. Stepp had
lived on the same ranch on Ralston
creek for the last forty years. Mr.
Stepp was born in Munroe, county
Indiana in 1837, and was one of
twenty two children, four of whom
are still living . He was married in
Missouri in 1858, and was the
father of fourteen children.
Mr. Stepp first came to Colorado
in 1861. Locating on Clear creek ,
near the old town of Baker’s
Bridge. Nine years later he moved
to the ranch at Ralston creek.

SITE OF JIM BAKER’S CABIN
DISCOVERED BUT SHACK IS GONE.

Where was Jim Baker’s Cabin ??
This dispute of Denver’s historians and “ old timers “ has
Continued for years, but it was settled permanently and authentically ,Friday by Elmer R.
Burkey, research worker for the Colorado Historical society.

History still remembers Jim Baker, old time mountain man , squaw man, trapper , scout and second only
to Kit Carson as a trusted guide of Fremont explorer.
Vague reports of the site of Baker’s home near Denver are many. Hearsay has had him living all the way
from Arvada to Capitol Hill. Many old houses north of the city have been pointed out as Baker’s homestead. One, in fact, a small square structure, with adobe walls now stuccoed and roof neatly shingled and
painted, is repeatedly pointed out. Actually, this remodeled house stands on Baker’s original 160-acre
claim, near West Fifty-second avenue and Tennyson street. But ii is not the right house.
SALVAGED LUMBER HEAPED IN BACKYARD
“Trace the reports down, and locate the true site.” was the assignment given Burkey recently by Dr.
Leroy R. Hafen, curator of history for the historical society.
Burkey succeeded, but by an ironical trick of fate, the present owner of the land had pulled down the old
cabin two weeks before Burkey reached him.
The salvaged lumber, with old square, hand-wrought nails still in it, is heaped in a backyard at 4647
West Fifty-second avenue, but the site, still marked by old foundation timbers, a small cellar and scattered
white chips of plaster, stands at the foot of a low bluff at a point where Wolff street and West Fifty-third
avenue would intersect, if continued into the bluff.
It is history that Baker and his Shoshone Indian wife, Mary, and their children, lived near Baker’s crossing, the point where the old Cherokee trail, now Tennyson street, crossed Clear creek. That crossing was
west of the present bridge north of Regis college.
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Frank Daly
Safeway store Some where In California
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John Frank Daly

John Frank Daly
April 20, 1878 – Feb. 20 , 1950
Probably named after his uncle John , the brother
of his father.
Grandfather Daly born at Golden Colorado.
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THE DALYS

Art Daly told me , after school he would work at Grandpa Daly’s market.
His job was picking the feathers off the chickens. In the back of this shop
there was a large motor connected to a rubber belt that would circulate
around with fingerlike rubber fingers to pick the chickens. You will notice
no display case only a marble block to cut the meat on. Storage was cooled
by ice above the walkin box. As you bought your cuts, you would have to
take them as they came off the cut of meat.
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Safeway
Some
where in
California.

Grandpa Daly at Safeway Market about 1928.

Bakersfield California., on Chester Avenue between 19th And 20th street
My first recollection of Grandpa Daly was at Thanksgiving when I was about 3 years old , he
took me out to the back yard, they lived on Kentucky Street in Bakersfield a few blocks West
of Baker. Across the street from
where the Circus would put up their tents.
He got a block of wood and a bird for supper , chopped of it’s head and put the bird in a bucket of scalding hot water picked the feathers off , took in to Grandma, we had the bird for dinner.
This would have been about 1931-1932.
In the years to come I spent most of my life in cities like Shafter . Wasco Taft, Delano, Tulare
and other places in Kern , County.
My next memory of Grandfather Daly was in about 1941. At that time he was working at
C.K .Johnson Grocery store on Baker St. . He was running the meat department for his son
Bernard Daly who had gone to W W 2..
In about 1943 Grandfather Daly went to work with his son Art Daly at Weldon’s Market At
Union Avenue And Old 99 highway Bakersfield.
This was during World War 2 . Of course there was rationing and it was Grandfather Daly’s
job to save everything he could in the back room of the meat market, I remember him rendering all the fat from the hogs for the lard to sell, making Chili Con Carne, boiling potatoes so I
could make the salads. Grandpa would hide his Seagram's in the pickle barrel and have a snort
every once in awhile. He was a great meat cutter.
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One of Nora’Neighbors
first letters to
Frank Daly

Nora Neighbors

Frank Daly
December 16 , 1899
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December 16 , 1899

Frank Daly
Born in Colorado
1878
died 1950
California
1950 .

Nora Neighbors
Born in Kentucky
1880
Died 1959
California
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Feb 4 1900
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Feb 4 1900
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Frank Daly & Nora Neighbors

Feb. 4, 1901

Below translation of page # 3 ,
Page 3 not legible

How I dearly love you .I will close as I must
get ready to take Matty to the train. Write to
me soon but don’t disappoint me next Sunday.
I am true don’t think otherwise .You must be
angry for I have written two to your one.,
Your Love & Friend Nora Neighbors
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February 27,1900
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Frank Daly

Nora Neighbors
February 27,1900
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Feb 271900
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Frank Daly

Nora Neighbors
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April 15

Frank Daly

Nora Neighbors
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May 12 1901
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May 9 1901
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Dec.4 1899
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Dec 4 1899
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May 16 10900
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Dec 26 1900
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Dec 26 1900
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December 26,1900
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Denver Jan. 10, 1900
Miss Nora Neighbors
Longmont Colo.
My Dear Nora.
If anything could have caused me especial pain it was the news of the sad
bereavement. It has indeed, been a heavy blow, and I scarcely know how to
talk of consolation under so bitter an affliction. How I remember dear
Cora! Lovely lively intelligent and affectionate, and to lose such a promising sister fairly brings a deep and heavy shadow, but remember that light
will sometime break through and there will be a glad and happy time.
Dearest I am so afraid that you will be the next to come down; as you are
aware you are not strong, and the chances are unfavorable against you. I
don’t know what to do if you take sick. I wish I knew what to do to place
you out of danger. I would do anything and everything to accomplish that.
It seems impossible for me to write anymore. I cannot keep from almost
squalling when I think of everything.
I went to school this afternoon a while but I could not study, and went out
to Theresa’ “Poor kid” I was sorry afterwards I told her anything about it.
Nora dear, now you must on expose yourself no more than you can help.
The nurse can do all that is required. A good nurse affects three fourths of
the cure _____ all that ever saved my father when he was so low. I can say
no more, human consolation is weakI do pray that the rest may pull through
all right
May God bless you in the hour of sorrow is the wish of
Your loving friend, J. F Daly
1529 Lawrence St. Room #46
Highland Lake Colo.
Jan. 7, 1901
Miss Nora Neighbors.
Dearest Nora .
You do not know it pains me to inform that my dear little sister Blanch is
almost with the Angels. She has been sick for several days and she La
Grippe combined with sicknessis more than she can stand I am afraid. The
Doc was here all day yesterday and came again last night. He doesn’t think
she would live till morning . I trust you willnot be much disappointed in regards to our dance. Hoping you have a good time if you go Darling I
remain your most faithful friend tho life.
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Jan 14 1901
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January 23,1901
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May 19 1901
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Jan 26 1901
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April, 251901
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Love
April, 25 1901
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May 6,1901
Thompso Sprs.
Miss Nora Neighbors
Longmont Colo.

My Dearest Babe
Your ever loving letter
received this morning and sweetheart I was so
glad to hear from you My dear little wife that
herself presents self more blissfull than equal. Oh
how I have longed to embrace my love and
whistper in her ear . the love of a loving person.
If you could only be mine as soon as I returned
how happy how happy I would be . this thing of
roaming around is not what it is cracked up tp
be ,we have been most all over the state and now
ain’t any definite prof .??????
So sweetheart better you not write again until
you hear further. I may be in the devil in an139
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Longmont Colorado

June 13, 1901

Miss Nora Neighbors
City
My Darling Beloved
I received your most loving letter this afternoon
that I should of received yesterday. I would of written you
before if I had been sure you was ????. But love a dove I
shall say and evn that perkup when I see you.
I suspect likely you will be home before this letter arrives
never th less sweetheart my intentions were good. Darling
I am totally lost when away from you.
I cannot perform my work as here so far. I wonder why I
wonder? That isn’t smart is it ?
“can’t tell a speck about it “. Well dear I have dreamed of
you every night this week very pleasant you well know. “No
getting in back door dream either Nora.
Hope you are having success serving dear. I heard several
compliments yesterday Sweetheart. “The wiseness of some
people for exceeds their knowledge”.
I get a letter from my M S pig yesterday stating she was
coming down soon and wants me to meet her in Denver so
I will. Go down a week from Sunday and . then she will
come up to Longmont and I don’t know what’s
next ,that’s to be decided an in the mean while .
Well the Band is going to play marbles tonight so I will
mail the letters and listen to a show the milk and then
better go to bed .for I have to rise in the morning ,to
make connections at the shop .
I love my Nora dear . Wit rach breath, smile and tear. It’s
everlasting and I have my fear .
Specken to see you soon . I will deamagain of you to night
“ no Coons” can come between us.
Baskets of Love and Kisses.
I will say good night
To my Misses
Your pig
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Little Grand , Utah
May 16, 1901
Miss Nora Neighbor
Longmont, Colo.
My dear, dear little Wife.
Both of your dear letters of a recent today and sweetheart I enjoyed beyond estimate the
contents of those precious epistles. Darling I am completely lovesick. I think of you dear all the
time
there is no intermission or much variation in my Heart. Surly I do not understand how ever
could think of leaving you, But darling it was all for the love of you, if it had not been for that
love I should of never left the community.
Sweetheart you do thoroughly realize the predicament I am thus placed; i.e. in love with you,
(bless the Lord) beyond mention the embarising housing circumstances and the ____ ____ exile.
The “marrying” must be contagious near Long___. Two since I left . The latter one was without
a doubt, quite a freak.
I suppose the children’s hair will be between a spotted and a sky muckled blue.
I would enjoy a letter from you every day, Babe I shall not attempt to answer your letters in
succession but shall write you ever y available opportunity. I derive so much pleasure in expressing a few fickle tho’ts of my own, (I suppose) true love. It is through the kindness of the
railroad men that we get our mail. The Engineers grab the mail sent out, and throw off, we receive while in motion, it comes strait through now without delay,
Your first letter was about ten days coming.
We are not exactly what you would team “baching”
__________________________________________
The boys do all the swimming and I do the boating.
You had just ought to see the little bunch of whiskers on the chin. Looks like a haystack after a
windstorm.
Frank is playing the Harmonyca and occasionally breaks into a song and now I feel more like
crying than writing, Of course Sweetheart, I told every one here I was not coming back so me
love (___) “What fools on earth”
If I could spare the time after while, I would make a flying trip to Longmont for a few days.
The president of the Rio G.M road is owner of this manganese mine, and I would get a pass, if
time was not such an object. I am not working very hard you may bet sweetheart “ I gave up
life and all the joys in this world. All for the love of a Girl”
I haven’t seen but one girl since came down expect to see them soon. I am wonderfully taken
back in my opinion of the Mormons. They are as a clannish set, very immoral with no respect
for women; old men, boys and even the girls __________________________. They all have
family drunks, more depis__lous _____ burned out from this state than any others. A robbers
roost near hear. Wild horses abound and N__ Indians all around Will tell you all when I see
you write soon. Much love and all my kisses. Send all my regards to all. Sisterly love to Mollie.
Excuse pencil as I have no pen at camp.
Goodnight Love
J Frank Daly
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June 17, 1901
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May 27, 1901
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May 27, 1901
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Grand Junction, Colo.

August 14, 1904
Mrs. Nora Daly
My Dearest Wife
I t was busy yesterday I didn’t have time to write but will send you a check and a little love letter
today. I am still as home sick as ever, if it wasn’t for Charley I don’t suppose I could stand it this
long of course he is company for me.
Well sweetheart I believe it would be just as well for you to come right away that is if brother is on the
mend as I think you changing around so much of course you don’t want to stay one place all the
time and I think he will be all right at home now and I know we will be better so fixed for dear. I
can’t stand it much longer.
Yes sweetheart I love you better than my life. They can tell you at the store here how much home s
ick I have been. Dear how happy we will be when you get back with our babies. I know we can be
happy sweetheart, don’t you miss me sweetheart or can you stay away and be content. I could not I
would not say so dear for what would life be without my Nora well Nora as I want to see you soon.
I will close hope to hear from you before you start. I am always your loving friend.
Dear Nora perhaps this check won’t be enough, so pay what you owe them and buy a ticket but
stand them off and we will send it. As I hate to over draw so much we are so much behind now.
So if you can make this do we will be saving and bye so get even with the world soon. I think you
might as well start soon or right away is it not so awful warm now .hoping you will come through
safely , write soon.
Write soon
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Begging God to bless you In your
new state of life I remain
Very Sincerely yours
John J Frawley asst.

Boston Aug I, ____
Miss Nora Neighbors
My dear Friend
I received your kind letter containing 1.00 for the Purgatorial Society
for which I am very thankful. I am
greatly pleased to hear you will at
last attain the object of your desire
by entering the convent, and I pray
that God will grant you the grace to
pursue therein are sorry to say we
have the purgatory Manual only in
the one kind of binding. The order
to which I belong in The Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer
Commonly known as
“Redemptories. Begging God to
bless you in your new state of life I
remain
Very sincerely yours
John J. Frawley assn.
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Glendale Ky Oct 9 1898
Nora Neighbors.
Dear Cousin,
Many a day we’ve spent together,
Enjoying the mild spring weather,
And many the times we’ve talked,
While playing along Glendale walk,
But now we must part, oh never more
Perhaps till we meet on the other shore,
Will we again ever meet and talk
Of the days that passed so sweet
While standing by the garden wall,
I hear the bell still give it’s call,
Tho many years have passed away,
Yet the memory of that pleasant day,
When you and I to Mr. Stuarts went
And then the pleasant hours spent
I hate to part from a friend so true
And I think I have a friend in you
Who’ll never prove false the others
may, I’ll trust you for many a day,
In years to come if this you see,
Oh then sometimes think of me,
And when I can write better
I’ll send you news in a letter.
Your Cousin,
Rebecca Skees.
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Neighbors family moved to Colorado
because of Nora Neighbors health.

Nora Daly & Opal Daly
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THE DALYS

I worked

with Grandpa Daly From 1941 to 1946 .He tought me everything I
know about the meat business in my early days. We worked together at the locker
plant in Oil dale , later when I got married he took over my small meat market
on Rosedale Ave. just outside Bakersfield. I remember every day Dad Grandpa &
me getting in the 1934 Chevy. And driving from Oil dale to Grandpa house on
Lincoln St. to have Lunch, Grandma would feed us, we would all take a
nap ,then back to work. Every Saturday Grandpa would find a Rump Roast for
his Sunday dinner. I remember when Grand dad got his carton of Camel
cigarettes for Xmas , he was a happy camper. Grandpa was a great teacher he always wanted things done right the first time , no short cuts. I had to get the saw
as clean as possible . I had a lot of great days with Grandpa, I missed him when
we lost him . In 1950. He is buried along side Grandma at Green lawn Cemetery
in Bakersfield.

John Frank Daly
Bn. Golden , Co.

Grandma’s Name
was
Mary Elnora
(Neighbors) Daly
Bn. Harcourt Ky.
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St. Mary’s Academy
Salt Lake City Utah
Oct.5 1912
Dear mama and Papa. I will write you a few lines
to let you know I am all right. How is ever body ?
Why don’t you ever write I look for a letter every
day from someone . Tell Papa to write to me for I
am, lonesome without him. How is Mrs. St John ?
Has Mrs. St. John started to take boarders yet? I
heard that Mrs. O Malley is stay ??
My chums are Edna Cuddly and Emily Bond.
Write soon mamma. Well I will close for today .
Love to all.
Your loving daughter.
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Dear Lillian
Will write a line as Dad has written his tripMargaret M. had a very happy birthday in ____
_______quite she recited your letter and a word John
Louis –
But Dad was in bed only 2 hours this would be up Saturday night____
Art and Maly Charlie on his way ______So to tell in his
world. Here the cake
Then – Saturday night about 8 oclock in ________
Louis he has got so here just ___ and then opened the
door so as not to excite her—She was standing by the
sink and broke ____said well look what here—
They went to the dance for a while but dear little manis not ___ well- She has not been in School This week
Her hasn’t had such a pain through it. I am nervous
over her. ___ Gods will be done.
Then Art & Opal got here at 11 a m was surprised to
see Opal but she asked the Dr and he let her come. The
have a new car.
I will see about a skirt for you what kind of a sweater
will you be- Red or Green
Love Mother164

Cornelius

Frank

William

Frank

Nora

This is the Story of
the Daly Family

Bernard

Margaret
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Lillian

Art

Raymond

THE DALYS
John Frank Daly
Born: April 20, 1878
Married : August 21, 1900
Died: February 20, 1950

Mary Elnora Daly
Born: April 25, 1880
Died: December 30, 1959

John Frank Daly & Elnora ( Neighbors )
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THE DALYS

50th Anniversary 1951

William Daly & Alice, Richard Rogers & Margaret
( Daly ) Rogers, ?? Lillian ( Daly ) Lightner, Art Daly &
Opal , Wayne & Charles Daly, Frank & Elnora
Charlotte ( Daly ) & Bob Krug , Art Daly Jr. & Beverly.
Frank Rogers, Bernard Daly, ????, James Daly
167

My first recollection of Grandpa Daly was at Thanksgiving when I was about 3 years old , he took me out to
the back yard, they lived on Kentucky Street in Bakersfield a few blocks West of Baker. Across the street from
where the Circus would put up their tents.
He got a block of wood and a bird for supper , chopped of it’s head and put the bird in a bucket of scalding hot
water picked the feathers off , took in to Grandma, we had the bird for dinner.
This would have been about 1931-1932. In the years to come I spent most of my life in cities like Shafter .
Wasco Taft, Delano, Tulare and other places in Kern , County.
My next memory of Grandfather Daly was in about 1941. At that time he was working at C.K .Johnson Grocery store on Baker St. . He was running the meat department for his son Bernard Daly who had gone to W
W 2..
In about 1943 Grandfather Daly went to work with his son Art Daly at Weldon’s Market At Union Avenue
And Old 99 highway Bakersfield. Next Frank worked with myself & Art Sn. t the Oildale Lockers.
This was during World War 2 . Of course there was rationing and it was Grandfather Daly’s job to save everything he could in the back room of the meat market, I remember him rendering all the fat from the hogs for the
lard to sell, making Chili Con Carne, boiling potatoes so I could make the salads. Grandpa would hide his
Seagram's in the pickle barrel and have a snort every once in awhile. He was a great meat cutter.

Frank & Elnora have 7 children

Lillian Teresa Daly
Bn: June 4, 1902
Died: April 17, 1982 Md. Rowland Lightner
Frank Andrew Daly
Bn: February 15, 1904 Died Jan. 1982
Md. Maurine Denton
Arthur Lawrence Daly Bn: May 17, 1906
Died: July ? 1977
Md. Opal Mc Intire
William Anthony Daly Bn: June 6, 1908
Died Aug. 1976
Md. Alice Petzolt
Bernard A Daly
Bn: June 17, 1910
Died Nov. 13 1991 Md.Peggy Mitchel & Alpha
Aloysius Daly ( twin ) Bn: June 17, 1910
Died June 25, 1910
Margaret Mary Daly
Bn: September 28, 1912 Died Apr. 26 1995
Md. Richard Rogers
Raymond Edward Daly Bn: September 27, 1919 Died Sept. 1981
Md. Betty Woltcheck

THE DALYS
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Raymond Daly, Margaret Daly Rogers , Lillian Lightner Daly,
Frank Daly, Art Daly, Elnora Daly, William Daly,
In background Maurine Frank Daly.
Photo taken in 1959 just before Elnora past away.

My memories of my Aunts & uncles.

Lillian Teresa ( Daly )Lightner was married to Rowland Lightner ,
they had one son Ralph Lightner.
My first memory of aunt Lillian was in about 1936 . About this time I think my mother Opal Daly was pregnant ( no one has ever said anything about this but I believe it to
be true). My father was working on his car in the front yard & the car fell of the jacks
onto my brother Charles, I remember my mother and father & myself lifting the car
up so they could get Charles out from under the car, of course I didn’t help much because I was only 8 at the time . I vaguely remember mother talking about a sister ( I
think she miscarriage & sent us to Lillian’s ), I think this was the reason myself & my
brother Wayne went to Aunt Lillians Home for a visit in Alturas Ca.
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Aunt Lillian & Uncle Rowland had a grocery store called
Cash Lightner’s in Alturas . Our cousin Ralph was about my age we enjoyed each
others company for many years to come. At some time years later Aunt Lillian &
Rowland separated Aunt Lillian went into the jewelry business , after a few years
in Alturas she decided to move to Bakersfield & live with Grandma Daly. After
awhile she opened a Jewelry store in Mojave. I don’t know the reason it didn’t last
long . After the stores in San Jose ( Green Frog )opened Lillian moved her jewelry
items to San Jose .this was not a great success , so she got into the restaurant business. Later on she moved to Reno to be closer to her son & the grand children.
Lillian died April 17, 1982 in Reno.
I would be very happy if someone
could find Lillian’s grandkids.
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Lillian Lightner’s Family.

Lillian & Roland
Lightner
K
O
R
E
A
N
Ralph Lightner

W
A
R

V
E
T
E
R
A
N
Kevin, Rosanne, John.
: Lillian Lightner.
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Ralph Lightner

Maggie Lightner
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KEvin LigHTnEr’s FAmiLy.

Kevin Lightner

Kate

Kevin Lightner
Jerome

Jerome

Leona
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Kate

John Lightner's Family

John

Corine
John Lightner
John Lightner
Children
Kyla

Zane

rosEAnnE LigHTnEr’s FAmiLy
Roseanne Lightner
Children

Maggie &

Margi
Baby
Martinez

Roseanne Lightner
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Ken &
Lindsey

Jerome Lightner

Jerome Lightner
Jerome Lightner
& Casse

Jerome Lightner

Leona LigHTnEr’s Family

Lynzee Pannington

Mark

Robert Dynes

Mark pannington
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Leona Lightner

Mark

KATEy LigHTnEr’s FAmiLy

Katey & Kevin
Katey.

Breyden

Hayven & Breyden

Hayven & Breyden,
Kevin Lightner

Katey. & Breyden
Breyden

Katey
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Katey at 16

KATEy LigHTnEr’s FAmiLy

Katey & Hayven
Katey & Hayven

Hayven.

K
A
T
E
Y

Hayven.

K
I
D
S
Katey & her boys .

Katey & Hayven
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Frank Daly & Maurine Daly .
My first recollections of uncle Frank was when I was very little , I recall going to a
store were he worked. It was a grocery & meat market ,the location was in East Bakersfield , across the street were the circuses & carnivals would set up., on Kentucky
street. The next memory of uncle Frank was in about 1944 when he helped Art Daly
Senior acquire the locker plant in Oildale.
At some time in the early forties Frank moved to the bay area were he met a P. E.
Taves, at this time he & Taves had a store in Mill Yalley, they called it the Green
Frog Market, I have no idea were they got the name.t did not come from the store in
Bakersfield
The next meeting came after WW2 . At this time Frank offered Art Daly, a idea of
operating a market at a Army Base in Mill Valley. This eventually fell through.
This is were the beginning of the Green Frog Markets began. The master mind of
this venture began when Franks friend P. E. Taves got the master lease for a store in
San Jose, Art was asked to take over the meat department , the William brother took
over the groceries. Franks next involvement was a few years later
when he acquired the meat department & Liquor Store at Park
Merced. The next venture was the opening of the Salinas Store,
then Vallejo, Also a store at 2030 the Alameda in San Jose.

Raymond Daly
Visiting
Frank & Maurine in
ca.1943.
Raymond was on
leave from Army Air
Force , he was in the
South Pacific .

Maurine, Raymond, Frank,
Frances, Kay, Lenora Daly.

THE Frank DALYS
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Frank DALY

Lillian, Rebecca Stepp,
Frank, Daly .
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Frank & Maurine DALY

Frank & Maurine Daly

Kay, Frank,
Lenora Daly
Frank, Maurine,
Kay, Lenora

Maurine, Lenora,
Kay

Frank &
Maurine
Daly

Maurine
Daly
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Mr. Green
Frog
Descendants of Maurine Kay Daly
Born: 28
September 1935
in San Francisco
Ca.
M aurine Daly
Born: 28
December 1957
in San Jose Ca.
Kimberly Pieser

Born: 07 January
1982
Jessica Hess

Born: 14 April
1934
in Albany Or.
Stephen Pieser

Born: 16 April
1954
in Redding Ca
Tillman Hess

Born: 03 April
1960
in San Rafael Ca.
Tamara Pieser

Born: 28 February
1984
Paul Hess

Born: 15 July
1985
Kyle M aslonka

Born: 18 April
1960
in SAn Francisco
Ca.
Stephen M aslonka
Born: 24
December 1986
Christopher
M aslonka

Descendants of Lenora May Daly
Born: 30 October
1936
in San Francisco
Ca.
Robert Whitman
Died: 22
September 1973
in San Rafael Ca.
Born: 26 July
1963
in Greenbrae Ca.
Craig Whitman

Born: 18 M ay
1963
in San Francisco
Ca.
Karen Flint

Born: 24 M arch
1993
in Greenbrae Ca.
Tyler Whitman

Born: 25 June
1996
in Greenbrae Ca.
Lauren Whitman

Born: 17 August
1937
in Vallejo Ca.
Lenora Daly

Born: 22 M arch
1966
in Greenbrae Ca.
Tod Whitman

Born: 29 M ay
1999
in Truckee Ca.
M ckensie
Whitman

Born: 24 M arch
1946
in Springfield M a.
Philip Hart

Born: 05 October
1968
in Long Beach
Ca.
Anjanette Crabb

Born: 15 M ay
2001
in Long Beach
Ca.
Wyat Whitman

Born: 14 October
2008
in Long Beach
Ca,
Zakary Whitman

Descendants of Frances Ann Daly
Born: 05 April
1940
in San Fransisco
Ca.
William Houston

Frank & Maurine
Daly

Born: 11 June
1940
in Ross Ca.
Frances Daly

Born: 08 August
1964
in Greenbrae Ca.
M ark Houston
Died: December
2005

Born: 20
December 1963
in Greenbrae. Ca.
LaRaye Tanga

Born: 31
December 1990
in Greenbrae Ca.
Taylor Houston

Born: 20 M ay
1994
in Greenbrae Ca.
M organ Houston

Born: 01
December 1936
in Eaglewood
Ohio
L. Patterson
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Kay Daly Pieser Family

Kay Daly

Maurine, Kay.
Lenora, Frances.

Kay Daly Pieser

Kay Daly Pieser

Kay Daly Pieser

Maurine,
Anjie Whitman,
Kay Pieser.
Mill Valley’s 4 best Ladies.
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Kim Pieser Hess Family

Kim & T.C. Hess

Kim

Kim & T.C. Hess

The Valley GIRLS
Mill Valley.
Kim Kim & T.C. Hess , Lenora, Frances ,
Kay, Tamara, Paul, Jesse.

Jesse

Paul

Jesse
185

Paul

Tami Pieser Maslonka Family

Steve Maslonka
Tami Maslonka

Kyle Maslonka

Christopher Maslonka
Steve Maslonka
& Tami
Maslonka family
Christopher ,
Kyle.
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Lenora DALY Whitman Hart

Lenora

Lenora

Lenora, & Robert
Whitman
Lenora

Maurine, Kay, Lenora, Craig, Karie, Anjie, Tod,
Lenora,
Mc Kenzie, Wyat, Lauren, Tyler.
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Lenora, Maurine, Lauren.

Craig Whitman Family

Craig’s Dad Bob

Karie
Craig, Karie Whitman

Before

Craig

Lauren

After

Lauren, Craig, Karen, Tyler Whitman

Lauren, Tyler
188

Tyler

Tod Whitman Family

Anjie

Tod & Anjie Whitman

Tod

Tod

Tod leagues leading
rusher.

Anjie, Mckenzie, Tod,
Zakary, Wyat

Wyat
Mckenzie

Zackary
Mckenzie
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THE Frances DALYS Family

Frances Daly
in 1943

Mill Valley Girls
Frances

Morgan & half sister
Valen Munson
Baby Morgan , laRaye,
Mark, Taylor

Taylor

Mill Valley Girls,
Kay, Maurine,
Lenora, Frances.
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Mark , Taylor, Morgan.

Taylor

Frank &
Maurine
Daly’s
Families .
Kay,
Lenora,
Francie &
Kids.
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THE DALYS
192
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THE ART & OPAL DALYS family
Art & Opal Daly

Art was born in Colorado, at a young age worked with his father in the
meat market in Colorado plucking chickens. At some time after marrying
Opal, Art worked in about every Safeway Meat Market in the valley. I remember Tulare, Delano, for a few. In Bakersfield I remember dad working
for Pat Edmondson ,a little corner store in east Bakersfield.
Next came
Weldon’s market ,during WW II .After the war dad took over the locker
plant in Oildale, where dad & granddad worked together till Art sold the
locker & moved to the bay area . At this time the story goes into the Green
Frog story.

Art & Opal Daly
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THE Art DALYS

Arthur L Daly & Opal T Daly
Washington Colony Cemetery
Easton C.A.
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THE ART & OPAL DALYS family

196

Art Daly Jr. family

Art Sn. & Art Jr.

Art Daly Jr.

Art Daly Jr.

Art Daly Jr.
1st job
Art tagging beef.

Student Body President 1946
At E. Bakersfield High.

Touchdown Daly
197

Daly, 1st Place.

Art Daly Jr.

Art Daly Jr. family

Art &
Art & Beverly ( Meeks )Daly
8/25/1947

Art & Bev Daly
Bev, Art, Lisa Daly

Bev & her girls,
Easter

Shanna, Deana, Celisa Daly

Daly family at Grandma Daly’s
Art, Bev, Lisa, Deana, Shanna.

Beverly Daly and her girls,
Shanna, Celisa, Deana .

Celisa Daly
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Deana Daly

Celisa & Deana Daly

Shanna Daly

Art & the Artist.

Art & the Artist.
Art & the Artist

Picture Framing & Art Gallery.
Opened in 1975 sold tn 1999.
Beverly Daly sold hundreds of paintings to
customers all over the world.
Beverly won over 80 awards for her paintings.
Art Daly was one of the first picture framers
in the U.S.A. to be certified.
In 1983 Art & Beve4rly won a national
picture framing competition for the U.S.A..
The prize was a trip to London.
While there they visited many gardens,
the photos of which Bev painted later.

Art & the Artist
Under construction in 1975.
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The Artist.

Larry Tubbs, Steve Tubbs,
Jim Tubbs & Kelly Myderup.

Jim, Laura, Steve, Belinda, Larry, Emilie, Kelly, Matt .
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Kelly Wood

Lisa Daly
Kelly Myderup

Kelly & Grace

Grandma Lisa & Grace.

Caleb

Caleb the lobster.

Caleb

Caleb & Santa.
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Caleb

Ian & Kelly Myderup

Ian, Caleb, Kelly, Grace Myderup.
Ian, Caleb, Kelly, Grace Myderup.

Grace

Grandma Daly & Kelly
Grace’s Tinkerbell cake.

Grace & Tinkerbell.
Grace
202

Grace

Deana Tubbs

Steve, Bill, Jim,
Larry, Nancy,
Deana, Belinda
Tubbs

Belinda Tubbs

William & Jacob Tubbs

WilliamTubbs
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Jacob Tubbs

Steve & Janai Tubbs

Steve, Janai, Ethan Tubbs
Steve Tubbs

Steve Tubbs family

Ethan Tubbs

Ethan & Santa.

James Tubbs
Shelby, Alexia Logan
James Tubbs

Alexia & Shelby
Alexia Tubbs

Shelby, Logan & Alexia Tubbs
TubbsTubbsLgan,AlexiaTubbs.

Shelby Tubbs
204
Shelby Tubbs

Logan Tubbs

Jerry & Shanna,
Laura, Emilee, Matt
Henson

Jerry Henson

Laura Henson
Laura Henson

Matt Henson

Emilee Henson
Emilee Henson
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Hudson farms

Mr.& Mrs. Rodger Hudson,
Joined by mother of the bride
& father of the bride
Mr. & Mrs.Jerry Henson &
sister Laura & brother Matt

Rodger & Emilee Hudson
Emilee Hudson & Father of the bride.

Rodger & Emilee Hudson

Bride Emilee Hudson,
Flower girls Grace Myderup,
Shelby Tubbs
206

Mrs. Emilee Hudson

Wayne Daly

Wayne F Daly

Wayne Daly

Wayne Daly
Wayne Daly

Wayne, Art, Charles Daly

Wayne Daly
Korean War
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Wayne DALYS Family

Wayne Daly

Wayne & Beverly Daly

Wayne Daly II
Wayne & David ,Beverly Daly

Wayne Daly II

Beverly Daly

David Daly

Wayne Daly II, Was
taken from us early in
live, only a few months
after his marriage to
Christine. They had to
take him off life support,
as he would not survive.
He was hit by a car.

Wayne Daly
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David DALYS Family

David & Carol Daly

David Daly

Carol Daly

Shawna, Wayne III, David, Carol Daly
Happy Irishman

Wayne Daly III

David Daly
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Shawna Daly

Shawna DALY

Shawna

Shawna

Shawna

Shawna
Shawna

Shawna

Shawna & Wayne III
Baby
Shawna

Shawna
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Shawna

Wayne Daly III DALY

Wayne Daly III

Wayne Daly III
Wayne Daly III

Wayne III &
Beverly Daly

Wayne Daly III
Wayne Daly III

Wayne III &
Shawna Daly

Wayne & Shawna Daly
Shawna &
Wayne Daly III

Wayne & Shawna Daly
Wayne Daly III
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CHArLE’s DALy FAmiLy

Francie Daly

Charles, Wayne, Beverly, Francie
Daly

Charles Daly Jr.
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Bev, Opal., Wayne, Charles,
Jim Daly

CHArLE’s DALy FAmiLy

Charles, Charles Jr. Francie

Charles, Charles Jr. Francie
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An Irish Blessing
May love and laughter
Light your days
And warm your heart
And home
May good and faithful
Friends be yours.

Wherever you go. These things, I warmly wish for you-Someone
to love, some work to do,
A bit of o' sun, a bit o' cheer.
And a guardian angel always near. Whenever there is happiness
Hope you'll be there too,
Wherever there are friendly smiles
Hope they'll smile on you,
Whenever there is sunshine,
Hope it shine especially for you to make each day
for you as bright as it can be. May your troubles be less,
And your blessing be more.
And nothing but happiness,
Come through your door. May brooks and trees and singing hills
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Jim Daly Family

Jim, Julie, Kathy Daly
Paul & Jim Daly

Art & Jim at
Art & Opal Daly
gravesite
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Jim Daly

Jim Daly Family

Jim & Julie Daly

Paul, Jim, Henry Daly
Jim & Julie Daly family

Paul, Jim, Henry Daly
Jim & Julie Daly family
Jim & Julie Daly family

Opal Daly

Henry Daly

Kathy Daly
216

Paul Daly

Kathy Daly

Kathy Daly

Kathy Daly
Henry
&
Claire
Daly

Henry Daly
Claire Houlahan Daly

Paul Daly

Henry Daly

Paul Daly & Becky Baldwin
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Opal Daly

Opal Daly
Opal Daly

Opal Daly

Opal Daly
Opal & Jacob &
Isabella Hargett

Isabella
\& Jacob
Opal & Jacob

Jacob Hargett

Opal & Jacob &
Isabella Hargett
218

Isabella Hargett

Art & Opal Daly

Descendants of Wayne Francis Daly
Born: 31
December 1930
in Bakersfield,
Kern, CA
Wayne Daly
Born: 28 October
1956
Wayne Daly

Beverly Sweet

Born: 08 August
1958
in Ca
David Daly
Born: 28 April
1991
Wayne Daly

Carol Hawthorne

Born: 28 October
1992
Shawna Daly
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Bernard Daly

Boo was a
Tiger

Boo was a
Tiger
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Bernard & Vicki
DALy’s FAmiLy

Beau Daly

Beau Daly

Vicki & Bernard Daly

Beau Daly & Rita Sims
Rita Sims
19 weeks
Into
pregnancy

Dwayne & Terry Daly
Dwayne Daly

Mother
&
Son

Ryder Leif Daly 2 days old
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Robert Daly Family

Bob Daly

Bob Daly
Bob Daly

Bob Daly

Bob Daly
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July 25 1970

Tina Daly

Susan & Robert Daly

Brandon Daly

Brandon Daly

Tina Daly
All ashore going ashore.
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Tina Daly
Tony & Tina’s
Family
Jaxon, Alexander,
Vanessa Enard

1 / 19 / 1996

Vanessa Enard

Vanessa Enard

Jaxon Enard

Jaxon Enard
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Alexander Enard

Alexander Enard

2/ 19 / 2000

Brandon Daly

Brandon &
Brooke &
Olivia Daly

Olivia Daly
Brooke Daly

Brooke, &
Olivia Daly

Brooke Daly
225

Olivia Daly

Olivia Daly Olivia Daly

William DALY
.
William Daly
Uncle Bill was married to Alice Petzolt they had one daughter Charlotte.
Bill was in the appliance business on Chester ave, in Bakersfield CA.
In about 1953 Bill moved to Salinas CA to help with the running of
Green Frog Market with Raymond Daly. A few years later Bill moved to
San Francisco to run uncle Franks liquor store.
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William & Alice Daly
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Charlotte Daly
Charlotte ( Daly ) Krug

Charlotte( Daly )Krug
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Barney

Barney

Bob Krug
Charlotte
Krug

Logan
Krug

Alice Daly

Alice
Heidrich

James
Heidrich

Barry
Jones

Stephanie Jones

Erika Krug
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Cheryl Krug Jones Family

Cheryl & Scott Jones

Cheryl Jones

Cheryl Jones

Charolote, Bob, Alice, Bruce, Cheryl.

Brooklynn & Lynnlee

Stephanie Jones
232

Queen Jones
Cheryl Jones
wrote to me
Art Daly.
Who are the
people in these
photos? As I was
the one person to
tell her who they
where.
I replied.

Cheryl Jones
Daughter of
Charlotte Daly
Krug.
You can thank
Cheryl
For the
updated
version of the
Daly book.
Thanks.
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Barry Jones Family

Amanda Jones

Barry Jones
Barry Jones

Barry & Amanda Jones

Barry & Amanda
Jones
Barry Jones
Family

Barry Jones
Family

Brooklynn

Brooklynn

Brooklynn & Lynnee Jones
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Lynnee

Stephanie

Stephanie Jones

Stephanie Jones

Jones Family

Stephanie Jones

Stephanie Jones
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THE Bruce Krug Family

Melanie Krug
Bruce Krug

Bruce Krug

Logan Krug

Erika Krug
Bruce Krug

Bruce& Melanie
Krug
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Mark & Erika Christensen
E
R
I
K
A

M
A
R
K

E
R
I
K
A

Logan Daly
Krug

THE Alice Krug Heidrich Family

Alice Heidrich
Alice Heidrich

Ted & James
Heidrich

James & Sarah Heidrich
237

Ted

James
Heidrich
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Saipan

243

Saipan
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Saipan

250

Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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Saipan
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This is the end of Saipan
Article on to the Okinawa
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Article on to the Okinawa
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Bernard Daly

Daly’s at the beach.
Bernard Daly

Uncle Boo as we called him , first marriage to Peggy Hill , had a daughter Bernadine . Following in family tradition uncle Boo was also a meat cutter. I remember Boo at his first meat shop in Oildale on Chester off Brundage, his able bodied helper was uncle Raymond who was probably in high school at this time. Next before WW
2 Boo had a meat market in P.K.Johnson’s store on Baker street in Bakersfield, while Boo was in the service his
dad Frank Daly ran his shop. Boo was a medic during WW2.
He was wounded . After the war Bo omoved to Alameda & opened a market called the Meat Market, where he
did very well.
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Hannah
White

Joesph Jr.
White

Jack
White

Oliver
White

Born:
1976
Janell S
King

Sarah
White

Born:
1975
Jory
White

Johnathon
White

Amanada
White

Layra
White

Born:
1952
John
Talmage
King III

Born:
1975
Jonathon
Balm

Brenda
Balm

Born:
1997
Priscilla
Balm

Dr. Roy
Peterson

Born:
1976
Julie A
King

Born:
1952
Frances L
Haubrich

Descendants of Frances L Haubrich

Dr.Roy Peterson

Born:
1980
Joesph J
King

Ina
Bernardie
Foreman

Jason
Foreman

Born:
1975
Christine
King

Elijah
Brooks

Mike
Brooks

Jordyn
Williams

McKinley
Jones

Born:
1975
Thomas J
Williams

Born:
1995
Marcus Q
Williams

Born:
1974
Shandon
Jennings

Larry
Williams

Katie
Anderson

Born:
1982
Sarah
Williams

Born:
1955
Theresa I
Haubrich

Noah
Anderson

Matt
Anderson

Descendants of Theresa I Haubrich

Joe Quiroga

Tom & Bernie Haubrich

Born:
1988
Daniella P
Quiroga

Born:
1954
Joe
Quiroga

Camden
Lee
Dunkel

Born:
1981
Shelley L
Melton

Born:
1957
Mary C
Haubrich

Hayden
James
Dunkel

Michael
Dunkel

Born:
1944
James L
Melton

Descendants of Mary C Haubrich

Jim Melton
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Weston
Pinheiro

Sierra
Pinheiro

Born:
1988
Angela M
Pinheiro

Bennett
Pinheiro

Kathryn
Minton

Cooper
Casey

David
Casey

Born:
1958
Richard P
Pinheiro

Elias
Garcia

Born:
1951
Michael
Lynn
Kelley

Crystal
Garcia

Born:
1980
Channon
Pinheiro

Born:
1958
Jeanette
M
Haubrich

Descendants of Jeanette M Haubrich

Born:
1982
Cole C
Pinheiro

Mike Kelley

Andrew
Garcia

Tony Hass

Nathaniel
Andrews

Ryea

Ava
Andrews

Born:
1990
David M
Madding

Jacob
Andrews

Brian
Andrews

Born:
1960
Kenneth
George
Madding

Born:
1986
Megan C
Madding

Born:
1961
Barbara a
Haubrich

Born:
1984
Justin M
Madding

Tony
Hass

Descendants of Barbara a Haubrich

Tom& Bernie Haubrich

Born:
1983
James R
Buckholtz

Piper M
Embley

Born:
1983
Patricia L
Buckholtz

Nathan
Embley

Born:
1960
Robert B
Buckholtz

Born:
1987
Brigitte N
Buckholtz

Born:
1964
Judie L
Haubrich

Born:
1989
Michelle
Buckholtz

Joesph
Shay
Theriot

Descendants of Judie L Haubrich

Joe Theriot

Frances Haubrich
family

Roy Peterson
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Judie Haubrich
& family.

Camden & Hat\yden

Joe Theriot

Mary Haubrich
& family.

Camden & Hayden
Dunkel

Mike & Shelley Dunkel

Shelley Melton
Cathy & Shelley
Melton

Cathy, Shelley, Jim Mel-

Jim Melton
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Barbara Haubrich
family

Tony Hass
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THERESA Haubrich
family

Joe Quiroga

Jeanette Haubrich
family

Mike Kelley
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Dick & Margaret Rogers
Margaret Daly

Aunt Margaret was married to Richard Rogers, they have one son
Frankie Rogers, Aunt Margaret was a wonderful home maker.
Richard was a auto mechanic .

Margaret Rogers

Margaret & Dick
Rogers

Margaret & Dick
Rogers
282

Margaret & Dick
Rogers

Frankie Rogers was
married to
Janet Valpredo, sons
Richard Nick Rogers &
Kirk Michael Rogers.
Found in 2016 .

Margaret & Lillian
Nora

Lillian,
Dick & Margaret.

Margaret & Lillian
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Frankie Rogers Family found in California
after 50 years of searching .

After 50 or so years of research for the
Daly’s History , I have found the Margaret
Daly Rogers family. Margaret Daly married
Richard Rogers , they had a son Frankie
Rogers , who married Jan Valpredo, they
had two sons Nick & Kirk, Nick has one son
Cody Rogers , Kirk has two daughters
Camryn & Bailey Rogers .Kirk married
Tracy 1998.
Jan is the only cousin to send me a short bio
of her family, for this I thank her a million.
Enclosed are

copies of her
Letters , thank you Jan. Art Daly Jr.
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Frankie , Richard , Margaret.
Nick , Jan & Kirk Rogers
285

Personal letter from Jan Roger’s in 2016 , her family history ,
for Daly Family Story .
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A special note from Jan .

Jan Valpredo Rogers

Sorry
I haven’t got back to
You sooner. I’ve had health isues .
Frankie Rogers Sept 15 1962 married
Jan Valpredo had two sons
Nick Rogers 53 & Kirk Rogers 50
Married 14 years .
Nick rogers has a 24 year old
son Cody Rogers.
Kirk Rogers has two girls
Camryn & Bailey
Margeret Rogers 92
Dick Rogers 92
287

Frankie

Jan
Nick , Jan , Frankie , Kirk Rog-

Nick , Margaret , Kirk Rogers
288

Cody Rogers

Nick & Richard Rogers

Richard , Nick & Cody Rogers
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Nick Rogers

290

Good morning art. I'm 24 years, I'm dating my
girlfriend Patti. We have no kids. We are trying
to save up to move out and get our first apt
soon. We live in Ventura county. I attend college to become a welder for a living. I work
now with my step dad doing construction. In
Los Angeles and Ventura county's. I also have
a passion for skate boarding .
Cody Rogers
291

Thanks Art,

My family lives in Thousand Oaks, CA we have lived
here since about 2003. we lived in Canoga Park, CA before that for a couple years. Our first daughter Camryn
(14) was born when we were living in Canoga Park, Bailey (12) was born when we lived in the house we are living in now. Both of our children were born in Tarzana,
CA @ Tarzana Medical Center. We have never lived outside of southern Ca. My wife and I were married in
1998.
Kirk
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Kirk, Tracy,
Camryn & Bailey
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THE DALYS
Raymond Daly

My first recollection of uncle Raymond was at the catholic school St. Francis, were Raymond
was is in a school play & I played baby Jesus in it. More important times were in my high school
years when uncle Raymond joined the Army Air Force, this was pre WW2.
He was sent to Panama to train, unusual now as that was before WW2. As soon as the war
started Raymond was sent to New Guinea as a fighter pilot , I remember getting Vmail from
uncle Ray telling of his getting his hits, he eventually got his ACE wings for 5 ZEROS . He flew
P38s at the end of the war, he ended up a Major. After the war Ray went to work for uncle
Frank in Mill Valley, when Green Frog Stores started Raymond was a big part from the beginning . Raymond was manager of the Salinas store in the beginning, when Vallejo opened Raymond moved to Vallejo to run it. Ray was involved in the ending of the Green Frogs as
described in later articles.

Frank , Raymond, Lillian, Opal.
Charles, Jimmy Daly
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WW 2 ace pilot with
4 1/2 Zeros

Ray Daly
war 1943

Ray Daly
war 1943

Ray Daly in his P 38.
In the South Pacific,
On New Guinea

Mrs.Betty Daly
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Raymond Edward Daly first interest in flying was at an early age in high school, Followed in collage where he took lessons, at this time he was able to join the U. S. A. Army Air Corps Cadet. Where he attended in Southern California. After Training here he
was
sent to New York for his basic Army Air
Force
training, After
here he
was sent to Panama
Canal for future
training
while here the war
started ,
he was one of the
first
airmen sent to the
Pacific
Area
( new Guinea ) his
group was called the Head Hunters. This was 1942, here as a
fighter pilot ( P40) he had combat with the Japanese Pilots. Over
a
period of about 2 years
he was credited with 4
1/2 downs. Flying a P 38, half was
shared with another pilot. Just before his turn in the
South Pacific he volunteered
to be a
resonances pilot, so
they rearranged his plane to take
photos. He
went on leave to marry
Betty
Woltcheck , in
New York. His next few
years
( 44- 48 ) were spent at Edwards Air Force in the Mojave Desert. I don’t know his job there. When
U.S.A. was in the Berlin Air Lift, Raymond
flew
to BERLIN . When he left the Air Force in
1949, he joined his brother Frank Daly in Mill
Valley at the Green Frog Market where he and his
brothers Frank Daly & Art Daly started the
chain of stores.
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Betty & Beverly
Daly

Twin sisters Beverly & Betty Daly.
Beverly passed away at
An early age. With cancer.
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Mike Suess Sn. & Betty Daly

Mike Suess Sn.

Mike Sn. , Betty ( Daly), Suess

Betty ( Daly ) Suess

Below is a short story of the Suess boys.
Mike & Richard Suess.
Mother: Betty A Daly, (Boots)
Father Michael Suess
Married 1966
Richard Suess

Children:Richard James Suess Born 1969 in Long Beach
Michael Ray Suess Born 1967 Houston Texas

Mike Suess

Michael R Suess: Born in Houston Texas 1967 as my father was in the Air
Force, We moved around a little. A year after moving from Houston, we landed in
Long Beach California. This is when Richard Suess was born
After Long Beach, We moved to Buena Park California where we lived until
1992
I went to College from 1985 till 1988. I was married to Shannon L Rote in 1995.
In 1995 we moved to Pasadena CA where we lived for two years. We then moved
to Irvine CA where we lived for 3 years. After Irvine, we moved to Buena Park
CA where we stayed from the end of 1999 till 2006. With the job changes that
had
happened, we proceeded to move to Seattle, WA where we lived till
2012. With more job changes happening, we then moved to Honolulu, HI in
2012.
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Mike Suess & Shannon

Mike Suess & Shannon

Mike Suess & Shannon

Mike Suess

Mike Suess
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Richard Suess & Tracie

Richard Suess

Richard Suess
Tracie Suess

RJ Suess

RJ Suess horn blower.

Richards pride & joy
R J Suess

RJ Suess

RJ Suess
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Green Frog Markets

It was in 1949 the Green Frog Markets got their start.
Uncle Frank Daly had worked with a man named P. E. Taves
in Sacramento in the forties. Sometime during this time Frank
Daly moved to Mill Valley , there he & Taves had a grocery
store. They called it the Green Frog Market ( no connections
with the Green Frog Market in Bakersfield , owned by Charlie Everet) .I refer to 1949 as the start of the chain of Green
Frogs in San Jose, Salinas, Park Merced, Concord, Vallejo.
In 1949 Art Daly sold his locker plant in Bakersfield & was
asked if he wanted to move to the Bay area & run a Meat
Market in Mill Valley at the Army Base at the location ( name
slips my mind ) . The master mind of this was P.E. Taves. After some kind of negotiation on this business it fell through.
Art Daly & his family of James , Bernard & Charles had
moved to the bay area to run this business. Art & Wayne had
stayed in Bakersfield . Art Jr. was married , Wayne stayed
with Art Jr.
In 1949 the store in Mill Valley was Frank Daly’s P. E. Taves
was elsewhere ( in Sacramento I think ) .
After the deal at Mill Valley fell through Taves & Frank came
upon a location in San Jose .At this time please note all master leases were held by P. E. Taves.
This location was at 960 E. Santa Clara Ave. San Jose , CA. It
was an old Safeway store. The idea was to take an old established location and remodel it . the Daly’s were to take the
meat business & two brothers the William’s;Bill & Stan
would take the grocery & vegetables . this was the first Green
Frog.
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Green Frog Markets
San Jose & Salinas Stores.
Frank had Mill Valley , Park Merced meat & the liquor
Ray Daly had Vallejo, with Frank.
Note at this time nothing was on paper it was all a handshake . remember at
this time P.E. Taves had the master leases to these operations.
At this time Bill Daly moved to Park Merced and took over the operation
of Frank’s liquor store in Park Merced. Art Sr. moved to Salinas to operate
the store in Salinas , Art Jr. took over the meat operations in San Jose.
In 1958 Art Jr. had a falling out with Bill Williams & decide he had had
enough of their crap and left the operations. Some time after Art Jr. left the
operations all hell broke loose as it was discovered P. E. Taves had not
made the payments he had received from Frank Daly for his Meat market
in Park Merced or the Store in Vallejo .
As a forclose sure was coming on these stores Remember these stores
where paid for the amount was at least $ 500,000.00 . At this time remember I said this was all a handshake, even though Art Daly Sr. was not owner
of the stores involved his name was still on the original papers
This made him responsible for part of the debt. so his store in Salinas was
taken from him ( it was worth at least $ 300,000.00 ) . In later years I

Art & Opal Daly
Art was born in Colorado, at a young age worked with his father in the
meat market in Colorado plucking chickens . At some time after marrying
Opal, Art worked in about every Safeway Meat Market in the valley, I remember, Tulare, Delano, for a few. In Bakersfield I remember dad working at Pat Edmondson little corner store in East Bakersfield. Next came
Weldon's market during WW 2. After the war dad took over the locker
plant in Oil dale , where dad & granddad worked together till Art sold the
locker & moved to the bay area.
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Green Frog Markets
Frog outside of Mill Valley.
It was operated by Art Daly , at this time Frank was still in the Mill
Valley store which he was the sole owner.
After the opening of this store Art Jr. could not find work in Bakersfield ,so Art Sr. was nice enough to offer him work . Art Jr. moved to
San Jose ( now it was 1950 ) left his wife in Bakersfield for 6
months before she moved to San Jose. In the years to come exact
dates I don’t remember , the store in Park Merced opened here Frank
Daly owned the meat market & the liquor store .P. E. Taves owned
the grocery part . Note here again Taves had the master leases all
rents and fixtures were paid to P. E Taves he had some kind of connection with Morris Plan in Sacramento . As time went by store # 2
opened in San Jose at 2090 The Alameda .at this time Art Sr. ran this
meat market and Art Jr. ran the store on Santa Clara . at this time Art
Jr. was made a partner in both meat shops. The grocery part at The
Alameda store was run by Stan
Williams the 960 store was run by Bill Williams .At this time let it
be known Bill Williams was impossible to work with andwas my
downfall.
Sometime after this store Ray Daly was home from his service duties
( date I don’t know ) he was running the Mill Valley store .
The store in Salinas was the next operation. Ray moved down from
Mill Valley to run the Salinas store ( at this time I don’t know the
reason he left Bakersfield ) William or Bill Daly as we call him
came to work at Salinas.
Ray had a great manager for the meat market & Bill more or less ran
the grocery part. At this time the partnership was:Frank had Mill Valley , Park Merced , Art & Art Jr. had meat in San Jose , Frank, Ray,
(Art & Art Jr ) had Salinas. At this time there were plans to take over
ten old Safeway stores in San Francisco , thank god it didn’t happen.
The stores in Mill Valley, Park Merced &Salinas had Green Stamps
the stores in San Jose could not get them at this time ( they did get
them in later. .
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When I started this book in 1998 I never dreamed I would be still
working on it in 2015. As I grow in knowledge about our Daly family I
am often surprised at the findings. I stopped working on it in 2000
thinking I had all I was going to find, Boy am I surprised now at what
I’ve learned. Since computers I have found many family events,
when I first started the only information source was Margaret Rogers ,
Raymond Daly & grandfather John Frank Daly’s sisters , aunt Pete &
aunt Theresa .first I think the letter from Raymond said he thought
Dennis Daly was a policeman in Columbus Ohio, and was gored by a
bull, and died, also aunt Theresa told of a trip in 1893 to Columbus to
visit our uncle John Daly & his family , at this time the 5 girls that
made the trip met a 106 year old grandmother .which to this day I
have not been able to prove.
Now for the latest results that have come to us.first of all Dennis was a
policeman as early as 1859, as for the 106 year old no luck, in 1998 a
researcher from Mayo Ireland wrote to me (something I had no prof
was true) about a John Daly & his wife Mary Sheridan’s, I’ve always
hoped the information was true, in the last few months all these facts
have come to ligfht. I’ve found these facts. John & Mary
Are my grandparents, and had another daughter Honor who married a
Daniel Slevin who had a daughter Honor who married a Staley, in this
same information another son Cornelius S Daly. I have found no information on this Cornelius S Daly, as for the Honor Slevin & Honor
Staley both lived in Columbus after Dennis died in 1865. I have
searched for the date Dennis came to USA with no luck, as for the best
guess in think 1847. To end this note I just received information from
my researcher in Mayo that Dennis & Bridget had another daughter
who was baptized in 1846, there is no record that this Mary came to
USA with Dennis & Bridget , so I figure she died very young. God
bless you with an Irish blessing Erin Go Bragh.
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Halleluiah It’s finally completed. As I sit here, remembering why did I start this in
the first place? Well here goes.
Of course it all started in 1965, when Beverly & I got interested in our family trees.
We worked for moths writing letters to our then living families. And wrote to many
other sources. We got about all we could find so I decided to put it down in the computer. Put together a little booklet of 50 pages , with documents & photos. Now many
years go by, I add a few things now & then.
Now I get an email from Cheryl Jones, this year ( Charlotte Daly Krugs Daughter )
asking who are the people in a photo she sent, of course being the know it all I am, I
politely answered. The photo was of Frank & Nora Daly family. It dawned on me !!!!
why don’t I update the little booklet ??? With the way you can send photos by email
& the new Publisher program. And email it’s so easy . Well here goes.
I didn’t have any, I mean any email for my cousins. Is this boring you ?? I checked
my old notes and found one for a Jim Melton (Cathy Haubrich husband) ( Cathy
passed away early in life). Jim sent me Jeanette Kelley’s Email ( and boy did this get
the ball rolling). Jeanette is Bernardine Daly’s Daughter. Jeanette sent me my first
photos & information of her 5 sister’s families. This was the start of a big project. In
the meantime, Cheryl Had sent me her family photos. Now what do I do?? No other
addresses. Of course I had my brothers email. But none of their kids. It really gets
complicated. No address for the Lightners, Frank Daly Family, Ray Daly, Oh then I
found Betty Daly’s Email, But she was slow getting me her sons addresses, got them
( they are in Hawaii) . I went to a Genealogy program & just by luck I found the
Frank Daly Ladies. Now how do I get the Wayne Daly boys ( one Wayne Jr was hit
by a car and didn’t make it) But David was somewhere in California. I found a name
in the California marriges for a Wayne Daly married to a Kopachik. I wrote to this
person I found on Facebook , hoping they would Know of Wayne Daly, They not only new Wayne ( but ended up being his wife of 2 months before his death ) Also
fiends of Our David Daly. Contacted David’s wife ( David was too busy to talk to
me personally ) Got their children’s names. Got Charles Daly Jr.
Now how do I find the Lightner’s . This is the saddest part of my story. We found a
phone number for Margaret Lightner in Nevada. I called her & she wouldn’t give me
the time of day ( she was upset because the Daly’s didn’t contact her when Ralph left
us),. I was able to find a few of Ralphs Kids on Facebook , sent many notes to all,
Margaret had told all of them not to help me with our family information. You will
notice the Lightner pages are not as complete as they should be.
This is the end of this part of the story. I felt it necessary to explain my reason for
your Daly story . Art Daly Jr.

Continued on next page.
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After many emails with very little response from my relatives , I didn’t give up research on other families. In 2014 I sent many emails out and got very little response,
but I haven’t given up finding new information . I hired a researcher in Columbus
Ohio , Sue & Terry Snapp ,to search for anything on they Daly’s .Their search revealed
a few documents of Dennis & Bridget's property in Columbus Ohio . In these records
from their research they sent many articles about Dennis’s occupation as a policeman.
Remember a the same time he had his saloon ( Erin Go Bragh ). All this time I’m still
trying to contact the Lightner’s with absolutely no luck. I’ve tried & tried to contact
David Daly for his notes but herefuses to answer ,I've given up hope now on both
families. Now here is the new great things I’ve found for your pleasure. Not in any
particular order. As I researched on all subjects a few things were first on the list.
# 1 was prove Dennis was a police man, Sue & Terry answered this.
# 2 was that Dennis ( as the family story said he was gored by a animal,) Sue & Terry
found an newspaper article, Dennis was gored by an cow on June 17 & died 3 weeks
later at his home . A few weeks ago two nice ladies on Ancestry wrote me asking if I
knew a Honor Slevin Daly ( I just about peed in my pants ) I went crazy, of course I
new ( now about Honor Slevin ) .in 1998 I had a letter from a researcher I hired in
Mayo County Ireland to research the Daly family, His report was vague in facts, it stated a Honor (no last name ) was responsible for the grave site ( of John Daly & Mary
Sheridan ) I had at that time no real connection with this particular family ( so I didn’t
claim them as family ) Dumb me . I’m a realist, thing got to be a fact. Also in this letter
was a Cornelius S Daly ( who has to be Dennis Brother As Honor is his sister. Boy
this made it a great day. From this news I searched the records in Columbus for Honor
Slevin low & behold I found Honor & her daughter Honor Staley .
Here I have prof of my grandfather John Daly & Mary Sheridan. If this doesn’t make
you a happy man nothing does. Now to top off the month ( I’ve been searching for
Margaret Daly Rogers sons for over 60 years ( well go old Ancestry comes through
again ) out of the blue I get a reply from Kirk Rogers ( Margaret's grandson ) I’m still
waiting for his story.
Now the last thing I’m trying to prove is the family story of a106 year old Grandmother who visited John Daly in 1893 in Columbus Ohio , I don’t know her name . I've
hired Sue & Terry Snapp to research this.
Now for the bad news . We have no male Daly’s to carry on the great family name. at
this point, all the males left are not having children, so no kids. We have several hidden
possibilities, first there is Cornelius S Daly who is Dennis brother who probably came
to USA in the 1880s , then there is Miles Daly who lived in Columbus with Dennis.,
and John Daly had a son Frank Daly.
This is the end of my story. Thanks for reading. Art
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This spelling is from original papers.
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Family 2008
Art’s 80th Birthday
This information is compiled to the best of my
ability. Much of it is proven; some is evidential.
Please contact me if you have additional information
or I need to correct something.
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